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Abstract
A continuous record of 882,693 daily maximum, minimum, and mean temperature
measurements for seven weather stations in central Texas dating from August 1, 1896, to August
31, 2011, were screened and corrected for missing values and inhomogeneities. The resulting
data were averaged to create a 115-year unbroken regional record of daily temperature for central
Texas. This record indicates warming in daily, seasonal, and annual temperatures. Winter warm
temperature extremes have increased over the period of record while warm temperature extremes
during the summer months have remained largely unchanged. Summer heat wave days and the
length of heat waves have increased significantly since 1897. Cooling degree days have
increased and heating degree days have decreased throughout the period of record. The coldest
day per year has warmed. Intense multi-year droughts dominate the summer temperature record
and account for most of the hottest days per year, most high temperature extremes, and most heat
waves. No significant linear trends were detected in summer temperature extremes, but the
summer of 2011 was the hottest summer, had the hottest month, the second highest number of
heat wave days per year, the longest consecutive heat wave, the highest number of days above
the 95th and 97.5th percentiles, the highest number of days ≥ 100°F, and the hottest single daily
maximum temperature in nearly 115 years.
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A Daily Temperature Record for Central Texas, 1896-2011

I.

Introduction
Long records of daily temperature observations offer an understanding of natural and

anthropogenic climate variability (Burnette et al., 2009). Unfortunately few unbroken and high
quality daily temperature records exist nationally (Burnette et al., 2009). Proxy records such as
those created from tree-rings have been used to make inferences on past climates. However,
records available for Texas correlate more closely to hydrologic balances and do not offer high
resolution information about temperature (Stahle and Cleaveland, 1988). Daily temperature
observations also allow for the investigation of metrics derived from temperature, such as
temperature extremes, heat waves, and heating/cooling degree days. This study makes use of
new methods developed by Burnette et al. (2009) to gap-fill and account for potential
inhomogeneities in daily temperature records for seven U. S. Historical Climatology Network
[USHCN] observing stations in central Texas.
Heat waves are the occurrence of extended periods of abnormally hot temperatures that
have the ability to adversely impact economies, water resources, ecosystems, and human health
(Kunkel et al., 2008). Excess heat events that are characterized by exceptional intensities,
prolonged durations, and above-average minimum temperatures are a well-established killer of
humans, with primary impacts falling on elderly populations (Bouchama, 2004). In the last two
decades there have been three heat waves in the Northern Hemisphere that have led to heavy
losses of life and economic devastation; the 1995 Chicago heat wave, the 2003 European heat
wave, and the 2010 eastern European heat wave (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; Barriopedro et al.,
2011). Changes in temperature extremes, the hottest or coldest days that occur between 1% and
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10% of the time over the course of record, have the potential to make sustained temperature
events, such as heat waves and cold spells, more likely (Trenberth et al., 2007).
Temperature extremes derived from the daily temperature record are a measure that has
also been used as a sensitive indicator of global warming (Burnette et al., 2009). They are of
important focus because they act as a more significant source of heat related stress on human and
biological systems than shifts in the base temperature (Peterson et al., 2008). During the period
1951-2003 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC] Fourth Assessment Report
[AR4] identified increases to extreme temperatures (very likely) and heat waves (likely) for most
of the globe (Trenberth et al., 2007). Under the predicted scenarios of anthropogenic influenced
global warming the frequency and variability of temperature extremes and heat waves is
expected to continue to increase (Trenberth et al., 2007). Changes to mean global temperature,
extreme temperatures, and the frequency of heat waves all have implications for the occurrence
and severity of droughts through a myriad of feedbacks related to ocean-atmosphere and landatmosphere interactions (Cook et al., 2007).
There is strong anecdotal and empirical evidence that Texas is one of the most drought
prone regions in the country (Karl and Koscielny, 1982; Diaz, 1983; Stahle and Cleaveland,
1988). Since the establishment of widespread meteorological observations in the late 19th
Century there have been 13 droughts of severities equal to or worse than -4 based on the Palmer
Drought Severity Index [PDSI] (a hydrometeorological measure of drought severity with -4
being an “extreme drought”) in Texas (Palmer, 1965; Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). Over the last five
years, from 2007 to 2012, Texas has suffered two of the worst droughts of record, the 2007-2009
and the 2010-2011 droughts. The onset both droughts was influenced by La Niña conditions in
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the tropical Pacific Ocean that favored below-normal wintertime precipitation across various
regions of the state (Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts, 2009; Nielsen-Gammon, 2011).
Beyond a similarity in the forcing mechanisms the two recent Texas droughts were
characterized by record-breaking summer temperatures, first in 2009 and again in 2011. Summer
meteorological observations for Texas do show a strong negative relationship between high
temperatures and precipitation (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Supporting evidence is also found in
the literature on the relationship between precipitation deficits and high summer temperatures
and the subsequent land-surface evapotranspiration related feedback between the two, which is
likely a factor in the temperatures and severity of the summer drought periods for 2009 and 2011
(Cook et al., 2007). In addition to the severe moisture deficits of 2009 and 2011, portions of
Texas experienced the two worst summer heat waves on record.
A number of articles have investigated temperature extremes at the national (e.g.
DeGaetano and Allen, 2002; Rusticucci and Barrucand, 2004), continental (e.g. Aguilar et al.,
2005; Peterson et al., 2008), and global scale (e.g. Alexander et al., 2006). Fewer studies are
available at the regional and local scales within the United States (e.g. Henderson and Muller,
1997; Redner and Peterson, 2006; Burnette et al., 2009). Henderson and Muller (1997) are one of
the only groups to investigate temperatures extremes in Texas using daily temperature data. They
analyzed an 86-year record for the period 1901-1987 for the south-central United States which
included data from eight weather observation stations in Texas as well as eight stations from five
adjacent states. However, Henderson and Muller (1997) used observation stations within Texas
to supplement a much broader regional interest in temperature extremes and their study period
ended before the 2007-2009 and 2010-2011 droughts. Subsequent investigations of trends in
temperature extremes (e.g. Alexander et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2008; Peterson et al., 2008) have
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found results that differ than the results for the the south-central United States since Henderson
and Muller’s (1997) original analysis. There is a void in the literature with regards to temperature
extremes and heat waves in Texas and no comprehensive historical perspective on the 2009 and
2011 summer heat events. And yet these temperature extremes have significant impacts on
humanity and ecosystems, which may vary by region and season (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011).
Central Texas is an established physiographic region with a number of geologic features
demarcating its boundaries and has an established socioeconomic and cultural identity. Aside
from an established identity and boundaries, central Texas is extremely susceptible to droughts
and heat waves (including suffering from both the 2007-2009 and 2010-2011 events), has an
increasing population tied intimately to a finite water resource, and has an abundance of longterm weather observing stations. When all the attributes of central Texas are factored together it
is clearly an important region for investigation of temperature extremes and heat waves.
Therefore, it is the intent of this study to optimize the understanding of daily temperature
extremes and the historical significance of the 2009 and 2011 events with specific focus on the
climate of central Texas.
The meteorology of Texas is complicated by the size of the state and considerable
variations in climate across it. The state of Texas has been sub-divided into eight climatic
divisions by the state meteorological agency and ten climatic divisions by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration [NOAA] (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008; Nielsen-Gammon, 2011).
Climate divisions are simple geographic subdivisions used to depict regional climates. These
subdivisions vary in precipitation from east to west and in temperature from north to south.
Three NOAA Climate divisions cover parts of central Texas, but they extend well beyond the
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region. Therefore this study chose to investigate seven individual station records that are located
in the heart of the central Texas physiographic province.
Since the analysis of temperature extremes and heat waves is based on daily temperature
records, missing daily measurements can compromise the analysis. Central Texas is home to
eight USHCN version 2 [v2] weather observation stations which include both daily and monthly
meteorological observations. The USHCN is a network of long-term high quality land surface
temperature observing stations for the United States and has a number of criteria for station
inclusion in the network including the length of record, percent of missing data, number of
station moves, and a minimum of other station changes that may affect data quality (Menne et
al., 2009). Of the eight USHCN stations within central Texas all but San Antonio have records
extending back to 1902 or earlier. The San Antonio observation station experienced a major
relocation across the city in 1946. The two halves of the record are not homogeneous so San
Antonio was not used in this analysis (Figure 1).
Burnette (2009) developed a set of computer programs called Historical Observation
Tools [HOB Tools] which allow for the gap-filling of missing daily temperature values using
daily observations from other nearby weather stations and regression-based estimation methods.
HOB Tools also allows for daily temperature data adjustments that are consistent with monthly
temperature adjustments used to develop the USHCN v2 dataset (Burnette, 2009). These
adjustments of the daily temperature data remove inhomogenieties associated with changes in the
time of observation, changes in observation practice, urbanization and nonstandard siting, and
compensate for bias caused by missing values (Menne et al., 2009, Burnette et al, 2009).
Using data from the seven highest quality USHCN weather observing stations across
central Texas a regionally representative daily maximum, minimum, and mean temperature
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record extending from August 1, 1896, to August 31, 2011, has been developed. The record is
based on 882,693 daily temperature measurements from the seven USHCN stations and they
have been corrected for missing values and inhomogeneities. This regional dataset offers the first
continuous daily temperature record for central Texas that should appears to be broadly
homogeneous and suitable for the analysis of temperature extremes, the occurrence of heat
waves, and other measures derived from daily temperature records. Analyses performed on this
regional dataset provide an interesting historical perspective on the summers of 2009 and 2011
with respect to other drought time periods and heat waves. It also quantifies the changing
frequency of hot and cold daily temperatures for central Texas over the past 114-years. This new
analysis is almost 30 years longer than the discontinuous 88-year record utilized by Henderson
and Muller (1997) and 60 years longer than the 54-year record used in Peterson et al. (2008).
II.

Background

A. Central Texas - Study Area
Central Texas is a physiographic and cultural region that extends north-south along the
Interstate 35 corridor from Temple in the north to San Antonio in the south, and east-west from
Interstate 35 in the east to Fredericksburg in the west. The region is characterized by the eastern
extent of the Edwards Plateau that abruptly rises from the Blackland Prairie along the Balcones
Escarpment. A large portion of the region is colloquially referred to as the Texas Hill Country
because the karst topography of the limestone geology has led way to a dissection of the plateau
by rivers and streams. The dissected nature of the region creates a rolling terrain uncharacteristic
of the flat western portions of the Edwards Plateau (Jordan, 2012). Within the western edge of
the Texas Hill Country the characteristic limestone gives way to the distinctive Llano Uplift, a
largely granitic geologic feature composed of Precambrian aged igneous and metamorphic rock
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(Reed, 2012). Elevations in central Texas range from 400 feet above sea level [fasl] on the
downslope side of the Balcones Escarpment, to 2500 fasl in the northwestern portions of the
region, with most of the Hill Country ranging between 1400 and 2200 feet (Jordan, 2012). Along
the Balcones Escarpment numerous springs emerge from the Balcones Fault Zone Edwards
Aquifer [“Edwards Aquifer”] which is a highly porous 400-600 foot thick artesian aquifer that is
constrained within the Edwards Limestone (Smith and Hunt, 2010).
Recharge to the Edwards Aquifer is highly dependent on precipitation that falls in the
aquifer’s contributing and recharge zones (Smith and Hunt, 2010). Due to the aquifer’s
dependence on precipitation annual recharge parallels the highly variable nature of rainfall in
central Texas which leads to a wide range in year-to-year recharge (Smith and Hunt, 2010).
During the period 1934-2010 average annual recharge was about 718,000 acre feet (af), with a
minimum of 43,700 af in 1956 and a maximum recharge of 2,486,000 af in 1992 (Eckhardt,
2012). The Edwards Aquifer is of immense importance because it serves as the primary source of
water for approximately 1.7 million people in central Texas as well as provides the majority of
water for regional agriculture and industry (EAA, 2009). As a result of increased withdraw rates
from the aquifer the overall discharge has increased since 1934 (Eckhardt, 2012). Over the
period 1954-2010 the average water use per sector was; 27.3% for municipal and military, 4.2%
for industrial, 4.4% for domestic and livestock, 13.6% for irrigation, and 50.5% was spring
discharge (Eckhardt, 2012). Loáiciga et al. (2000) deemed the Edwards Aquifer to be very
vulnerable to climate change because the regions intimate dependence on groundwater and the
importance base spring flows have on sustaining endemic aquatic ecosystems.
Legendary American biologist E.O. Wilson deemed the Edwards Plateau to be the 26th
greatest hotspot for biodiversity on the planet (LSA, 2012). It is home to the second highest
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number of plants and animals endemic to a region in the state (LSA, 2012). One of the important
habitats in central Texas is Bracken Bat Cave, which is haven to the largest concentration of
mammals in the world, providing residence to around 40 million Mexican free-tailed bats (LSA,
2012). The central Texas region is also home to the greatest number of high-volume springs in
the state that maintain a year round flow. These springs create a number of unique aquatic
ecosystems that host 40 aquatic subterranean species endemic to central Texas, seven of which
are listed as endangered and one as threatened as well as a huge number of karst-dwelling
species, of which nine are considered endangered (Eckhardt, 2012).
Vegetation in the region was originally composed of open forests of oak broken by large
expanses of prairie, juniper (locally referred to as cedar), and rich riparian areas (Jordan, 2012).
Environmental disturbances have led to the widespread invasion of the region by both mesquite
and juniper which has increased the region’s susceptibility to wildfire (Jordan, 2012). Evidence
exists for the presence of pre-Columbian civilizations throughout central Texas. Archaeologists
have found well stratified artifacts at springs along the Balcones Escarpment that document the
presence of civilizations over the last 11,500 years (LSA, 2012). These artifacts have led to it
being deemed as the longest continuously inhabited place in North America (LSA, 2012). Even
more recent archaeological evidence suggests the presence of a pre-Clovis culture in the region
that dates to nearly 15,500 years ago (Pringle, 2011).
The region saw its first large-scale influx of modern immigrants in the 1840s and 1850s
following Texas’ independence from Mexico in 1836 (Jordan, 2012). “Southern Mountaineers”
or individuals from the Ozark, Ouachita, and Appalachian regions of Arkansas, Missouri, and
Tennessee comprised the vast majority of the new residents (Jordan, 2012). Censuses taken in
1860 and 1880 maintained that these individuals still accounted for the majority of the Anglo-
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American population in the region (Jordan, 2012). German immigrants also accounted for a large
percentage of the population with primary settlements occurring along a 100-mile corridor
stretching from New Braunfels to Fredericksburg (Jordan, 2012). By 1870 German immigrants
and descendants accounted for 86% of Gillespie County, 79% of Comal County, 62% of Kendall
County, and 56% of Mason County (Jordan, 2012). A strong German heritage is still found in
the towns of Fredericksburg, Comfort, Boerne, and Mason (Jordan, 2012).
Today central Texas is one of the fastest growing regions in the United States. It is home
to the 7th largest city in the nation, San Antonio, with a population of 1,327,407 and the 14th
largest city in the nation, Austin, with a population of 790,390 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012).
Austin was the fastest growing metropolitan area between 2000 and 2010 growing 37% while
San Antonio was the 9th fastest growing metropolitan area in the US growing 25% (Fisher,
2011). Within central Texas the counties of Bell (30.4%), Comal (39%), Hays (61%), and Travis
(26.1%) all experienced enormous population growths from 2000 to 2010 as well (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2012). The largest percentage of population centers are located along the Balcones
Escarpment/Interstate 35 corridor running north-northwest from San Antonio to north of Austin.
B. Central Texas Climate
Texas experiences some of the most diverse weather in the country. This diversity in dayto-day weather is a function of the state’s enormous size and close proximity to three weather
influencing features; the Rocky Mountains, the Great Plains, and the Gulf of Mexico (NielsenGammon, 2008). Air movement from west to east encounters the Rocky Mountains which
influences airflow across the country (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). The expansive, flat, and
unbroken land comprising the Great Plains stretches from the Arctic Circle to Texas and allows
for the channeling of cold air masses southward (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Lastly, the Gulf of
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Mexico acts as a moisture reservoir for Texas as well as a moderating influence on temperature
in the eastern portion of the state because the relative consistency of sea surface temperatures in
the gulf (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008).
Climatic patterns across the state fall into two well stratified gradients. Annual mean
temperatures increase from north to south and annual mean precipitation increases from west to
east (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Daily minimum temperatures in January for the period 19712000 ranged from 20°F in the northern Panhandle to near 50°F in the very southern portion of
the state while daily maximum temperatures for July during the same period ranged from 96°F in
several parts of the state to 84°F in the higher elevations of the mountainous western portions of
Texas (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). During the same 1971-2000 period mean annual precipitation
ranged from 60 inches in the east to 12 inches in the west (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). East to west
rainfall gradients are largely results of the Gulf of Mexico’s ability to supply more moisture to
the spatially closer eastern portion of the state (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008).
One of the few exceptions to the precipitation gradient in Texas is the central Texas
region. A rapid elevation transition along the Balcones Escarpment leads to orographic lifting
and enhanced precipitation in the eastern Edwards Plateau (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Due to the
magnitude and number of mechanisms influencing Texas weather patterns at different times of
the year there is also significant seasonal variability across the state. Considerable seasonal and
regional variability in climate across Texas make it useful to sub-divide the state into smaller
more climatically homogeneous regions for synoptic purposes. Texas has been sub-divided into
both eight (by the state climatological office) and ten climatic divisions (by NOAA) (NielsenGammon, 2008; Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). Under the state climatological subdivision central
Texas falls largely into the South-Central climate division, and under the NOAA subdivisions the
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region falls into portions of the North-Central, South-Central, and Edwards Plateau climatic
divisions.
Climatically the region sits at the transition between the humid east and semiarid west
(Stahle and Cleaveland, 1988). Average annual temperatures throughout central Texas
experience significantly less annual and decadal variability than average annual precipitation
totals. During the period 1897-2010 central Texas had an average annual maximum temperature
of 78°F, mean temperature of 66°F, and minimum temperature of 55°F (Figure 8). The average
mean seasonal temperatures for the same period were 50°F in the winter, 66°F in the spring,
82°F in the summer, and 67°F in the fall (Figure 9). Across the central Texas region there is an
east to west precipitation gradient of 8 to 10 inches in average annual precipitation totals
(Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Between the South-Central and Edwards Plateau climatic regions,
which extend east and west of the core central Texas region, there is an even greater precipitation
gradient of nearly 13 inches (Stahle and Cleveland, 1988). An example of the major annual
variability in precipitation in the region can be found at the Fredericksburg, Texas, weather
observation station which recorded an annual rainfall total of 41 inches in 1957, but only 11
inches in the drought year of 1965 (Jordan, 2012).
On average central Texas receives the bulk of its precipitation in May-June and
September with the wintertime normally being the driest part of the year (Nielsen-Gammon,
2008). The fall precipitation peak is often the result of tropical systems from the Gulf of Mexico
that bring moisture and instability to the region (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Severe weather risks
in central Texas are generally lower than the rest of the state (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). The
regions susceptibility to tropical systems from the Gulf of Mexico combined with the orographic
lifting along the Balcones Escarpment can lead to regionally enhanced precipitation totals
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(Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Large exposures of limestone, a shallow rocky soil profile, and very
slow infiltration rates that lead to high runoff rates in tandem with higher regional rainfall rates
make central Texas highly flash flood prone (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). However, the most
common weather or climate related natural disasters to affect central Texas are heat wave and
drought.
1. Climate Change in Texas
In 2008 a panel of scientists from across the state released the 2nd Edition of “The Impact
of Global Warming on Texas” which contains a comprehensive investigation of climate change
across Texas. The climatic analyses provided in the report were calculated by the state
climatologist John Nielsen-Gammon for the period 1895-2006. Annual temperature
investigations were performed as anomalies against a base period of 1901-2000 for the eight
climatic subdivisions in Texas. Despite the average temperature differences between all the
climatic subdivisions of Texas there was good agreement between the variability and rates of
change identified, with exception of the Far West Texas state climatic subdivision (NielsenGammon, 2008).
Winter temperature anomalies (December-February) showed the highest annual and
decadal variability of any season in Texas and reflected an increase in temperature in the early
20th century until a peak in the 1950s. In the 1950s temperatures cooled to the 20th century
minima, first in the 1960s and again in the early 1980s, and since then temperatures have
warmed to greater than any other period besides the 1950s (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008).
Temperature anomalies for the transitional seasons of fall and spring (March-April and OctoberNovember combined) produced little annual or decadal variability and established temperatures
since 1998 as the most anomalous warm temperatures on record by several tenths of a degree
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(Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Warm season monthly temperature anomalies (May-September)
parallel century scale temperature trends seen in the winter months. Temperatures peaked in the
1950s and were followed by two cooling minimums in the 1960s and 1980s then returned to
temperatures similar to those of the 1950s by the end of the study period (Nielsen-Gammon,
2008).
The takeaway from the study is that although temperatures have warmed over the past
20-30 years they started at the period of coolest temperatures in the 20th century (NielsenGammon, 2008). Therefore, actual warming has only occurred over the last decade and a half
(Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). All climatic divisions except the North-Central Texas region, which
saw decadal cooling trends, experienced warming per decade over the past century (NielsenGammon, 2008). For all of the regions that experienced warming, with exception of the Far West
Texas subdivision, the decadal warming over the last century was less than that observed in the
global mean temperature record for the same period (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). The regional
climate-change projection from multi-model ensembles was used to estimate projected warming
under the A1B emissions scenario for Texas (Tebaldi et al, 2005; Nielsen-Gammon, 2008).
Projected warming simulated relative to the 1980-1999 found a likely mean warming of around
1°F over the period 2000-2019, 2°F for the period 2020-2039, and near 4°F for the period 20402059 (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008).
Nielsen-Gammon (2008) analyzed changes to precipitation for the eight climatic
subdivisions of the state by expressing precipitation as a fraction of the local mean for months
that show similar long-term precipitation trends. Precipitation across Texas has increased over
the period of record (1895-2006) ranging from about 5% to 20% across the state (NielsenGammon, 2008). Most of the long-term USHCN v2 stations used in the analysis for the central
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Texas region have experienced increases in precipitation from 4 to 12 inches per century
(Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). The dry months of December-March have seen a substantial increase
in precipitation with the Panhandle and Plains subdivision experiencing a 47% increase over the
last century (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Over the months April-July precipitation has shown less
long-term trend and variability (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). A decrease in rainfall over the last few
years for April-July has brought nine-year averages to levels only seen in the 1910s and 1950s
over the period of record (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). During the months August-November the
analysis shows an increase in precipitation during the last 30 years that is about 20% higher than
the average of the first half of the 20th century. (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008)
Models projecting future changes in precipitation are less certain than temperature
forecasts and may not accurately identify all the factors and mechanisms that influence
precipitation. Therefore it is difficult to predict future changes to precipitation for Texas because
the models do not accurately portray the rate at which precipitation has increased for the region
over the past century (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). However, forecasted changes to temperature
will likely work to stress water supplies through increased evapotranspiration and water demand
(Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). If precipitation increases in the future it will likely be offset by these
factors (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). Decreased precipitation will act to compound the impacts of
increasing temperatures that will create even greater stresses to water supply (Nielsen-Gammon,
2008).
C. Drought in Texas
Texas has a long established history of insidious droughts including the epic 1930s Dust
Bowl drought and the 1950-1957 drought event (Stahle and Cleaveland, 1988) Throughout
modern meteorological weather records the 1950s drought is considered to be the drought of
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record for most of the state (Nielsen-Gammon, 2008). And since 1895 the state of Texas has
suffered through 13 droughts which have impacted at least three of the ten NOAA climatic
divisions within the state (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). Of the 13 droughts, the 1950s drought; (1)
was one of only two droughts (the other being the 2010-2011) that impacted all ten NOAA
climatic divisions, (2) registered the most severe PDSI value on record in five of the ten climate
divisions, (3) set the record for the number of months at or below a -4 PDSI value in nine of the
ten climate divisions, and (4) set the record for the number of months at or below a -2 PDSI
value in ten of the ten climate divisions (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). Nationally the 1950s drought
was the most severe event for the largest spatial area at the longest duration (Andreadis et al.,
2005). Beyond empirical evidence, the severity of the 1950s drought has been typified by an old
joke from Texas folklore, in which a man bet several of his friends that it would never rain again,
and collected from two of them (Kelton, 1999).
Several analyses have been conducted on the relative severity of the 1930s and 1950s
droughts; including, Cook et al. (1999), Schubert et al. (2004), Andreadis et al. (2005), and Cook
et al. (2007). Stahle and Cleaveland (1988) used a network of climate-sensitive tree-rings from
old post oak trees to reconstruct June PDSI values for the state of Texas for a 283 period
extending from 1698 to 1980. Data from the climate reconstruction showed that during the
period from 1698 to 1980 the 1950s drought event was the most persistent severe drought on
record, although the decade from 1855-1864 was likely drier (Stahle and Cleaveland, 1988).
Within the last two decades portions of Texas have experience five of the 13 most significant
droughts since 1895. The 2007-2009 and the 2010-2011 droughts were two of the most severe
droughts on record.
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The 1930s and 1950s droughts were of significantly longer duration than the 2007-2009
and 2010-2011 droughts, but were not as intense at the short temporal scale. Therefore, the type
and magnitude of the impacts caused by the respective droughts were profoundly different.
During the 2007-2009 event the greatest drought severity was constrained to the South and
South-Central Texas climatic divisions, with peak PDSI values reaching -4.77 and -6.51,
respectively (Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts, 2009). While south and south-central Texas
experienced greater drought conditions during the epic 1950-1957 drought the 2007-2009 event
may have been the worst drought on record for portions of the region (Nielsen-Gammon and
McRoberts, 2009). In contrast, the 2010-2011 drought was far more widespread, with the entire
state (85.75%) facing exceptional drought conditions, based on the U. S. Drought Monitor
[Drought Monitor], by late September 2011 (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). The 2010-2011 drought
set a number of precipitation deficit records, high temperature records, and was the most intense
drought on record for a large area of Texas (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). It also set the record for
drought severity in the state based on the Palmer Drought Severity Index with the High Plains
climatic division recording a PDSI value of -7.08 (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). Central Texas
experienced extreme to exceptional drought conditions during both droughts which were
exacerbated by high summer temperatures. High temperatures helped to cause both droughts to
reach peak severity at or shortly following the summers of 2009 and 2011. Based on the regional
summer temperature record both droughts set the records for summertime temperature; first in
2009 with an average mean summer temperature of 86°F and then in 2011 with an average mean
temperature of 87°F. Regionally the 2007-2009 event was probably the 3rd or 4th worst drought
on record for central Texas with the most intense conditions occurring in the southern extents of
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the region. While the 2010-2011 drought was likely the 2nd worst drought on record for the
region (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011).
1. 2007-2009 Drought
The 2007-2009 drought materialized in the fall and winter of 2007-2008 as La Niña
conditions in the tropical Pacific Ocean influenced weather patterns that helped bring belownormal precipitation to most of Texas (Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts, 2009). During 2008
Hurricane Dolly and Hurricane Ike reduced the extent of the drought area by providing heavy
rainfall for far south Texas and eastern Texas respectively (Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts,
2009). La Niña conditions during the 2008-2009 winter led to extreme precipitation deficits by
aiding patterns that brought the driest December (2008) through February (2009) on record
(Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts, 2009). Heavy spring rains in 2009 around the Houston area
and west along Interstate 10, along with the hurricanes in 2008, acted to confine the greatest
drought conditions to south-central and south Texas (Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts, 2009).
Extreme summer temperatures in 2009 in the central Texas region helped to intensify the
severity of the drought. The summer of 2009 was the 3rd hottest regional maximum daily
temperature of 98°F, the 2nd hottest regional mean daily temperature of 86°F, and the 4th hottest
regional minimum daily temperature of 72.5°F. According to Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts
(2009), the 2007-2009 drought was likely the worst drought of the 20th and 21st Centuries from a
precipitation deficit perspective for Bastrop, Caldwell, and Lee Counties, and the most severe
drought when the high temperatures were factored in for Victoria, Bee, San Patricio, Live Oak,
Jim Wells, and Duval Counties. Drought conditions gravely impacted agriculture in Texas,
accounting for an estimated $2.6 billion in crop losses and losses over $974 million in livestock
between November 2008 and July 2009 (Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts, 2009).
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2. 2010-2011 Drought
The 2010-2011 drought began in the fall of 2010 following the passage of a storm system
that would bring the last substantial rainfall for months over most of the state (Nielsen-Gammon,
2011). Below-normal rainfall for the months of October-December led the Drought Monitor to
classify 92.11% of the state as “abnormally dry” by late December. While January and February
were not exceptionally dry, March was the driest March on record for the state as a whole
(Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). March-May was also the driest March-May period in state history
with areas of the Panhandle establishing unprecedented records for dryness (Nielsen-Gammon,
2011). In terms of relative severity the 2010-2011 drought was much worse than the 2007-2009
drought as it set a number of records for precipitation deficits, temperature extremes, and
impacted a greater area (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). Similar to the 2007-2009 drought, the extreme
summer temperatures in 2011 in the central Texas region helped to intensify the severity of the
drought.
The 2011 summer was the hottest summer on record with an average regional maximum
daily temperature of 99.6°F, the hottest summer on record with an average regional mean daily
temperature of 87°F, and the hottest summer on record with an average regional minimum daily
temperature of 73.5°F. Across the entire state of Texas the 2011 average summer temperature
was 2.5°F higher than the previous hottest summer and 5°F warmer than the long-term average
(since 1895) (Nielsen-Gammon, 2011). Drought conditions in 2011 led to the most acres burned
by wildfires in state history at around 3,993,716 acres loss (Texas Forest Service, 2012). In
central Texas the peak of the 2011 drought was marked by late summer/early fall wildfires
across the region, most notably the Bastrop Fire Complex. Despite La Niña conditions in the
Pacific Ocean, above-normal precipitation during the winter of 2012 helped to alleviate drought
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conditions across central Texas causing the Drought Monitor to downgrade most of the region to
abnormally dry or normal.
D. Temperature Extremes
Extremes related to temperature can be associated with several types of events, such as a
count of how many extremely hot days occurred in a year or extreme temperature days, heat
waves, and cold spells (Field et al., 2012). Analyses of these events are difficult because they are
based on measures derived from daily temperature records which suffer from a global scarcity in
availability, record completeness, and include inhomogenieties introduced through observational
practices (Trenberth et al., 2007). Temperature extremes are further complicated by the many
measures and terms that define them. Easterling et al. (2000) deemed temperature related
extreme events as “high-frequency extreme temperature events” while others have termed these
as “extreme temperatures” (Henderson and Muller, 1997), “temperature extremes” (Aguilar et
al., 2005), and “record temperature events” (Redner and Peterson, 2006). There have also been a
number of different statistical approaches used in identifying and quantifying temperature
extremes and their associated change (Trenberth et al., 2007). Trömel and Schönwiese (2005)
used a probability density function to identify changes to extremes in German precipitation,
Zhang et al. (2004) used a Monte Carlo simulation to detect trends in extreme values, and a
number of studies have used a threshold exceedance approach to identify the occurrence and
change in temperature extremes (e.g., Henderson and Muller, 2007; Peterson et al., 2008;
Burnette et al., 2009).
The use of threshold exceedance has emerged as the most widely adopted method for
identifying temperature extremes. It creates a count of the number of days that exceed a defined
threshold with respect to a specific period of time (Easterling et al., 2000, Trenberth et al., 2007).
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This technique has two ways in which a value is applied to the threshold; the threshold can be an
arbitrarily established high or low temperature such as 100°F, or it can be set as a percentile
calculated over the course of a record such as the 90th percentile. In both methods a count is
made with respect to how many days per period of record either exceed 100°F or the temperature
value that is calculated to occur 10% of the time or less.
Identification of temperature extremes is mostly limited to moderately extreme
temperature events that occur more regularly and are easier to evaluate over a period of time than
much less common events (Trenberth et al., 2007). The IPCC AR4 defines these moderate events
as those that occur between 1 and 10% of the time at a particular location (Trenberth et al.,
2007). However, even within the IPCC AR4 established range of moderate events trends in
temperature extremes can be different. Rates of change between more extreme and less extreme
events, such as those found in Brown et al. (2008) at the 98.5th percentile and in Alexander et al.
(2006) at the 90th percentile can vary considerably (Field et al., 2012). This section is concerned
with “temperature extremes” that are quantified using a threshold exceedance approach because
it is widely used in the literature and is the primary means of analysis used in this study.
Temperature extremes are important because they have the ability to impact a number of
human and biological related systems (Peterson et al., 2008; Trenberth et al., 2007; Field et al.,
2012). They act to compound the intensity or frequency of events such as droughts, heat waves,
and even wildfires (Field et al., 2012). Increases in temperature extremes can constitute a more
difficult change for biological and agricultural communities to accommodate than slight changes
in base global or regional temperatures (Peterson et al., 2008). The crossing of a specific
temperature threshold has also been identified as a factor in the reduction of range extents of
pheasants by affecting the pre-incubation period of eggs (Schulte and Porter, 1974), the death of
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overwintering insects by freezing of tissues (Ma et al., 2006), and as a determinant in the
occurrence of spruce bark beetle outbreaks in Alaska (Peterson et al., 2008). Humans are highly
stressed on days when the apparent temperature which is a measure of the combined affect
temperature and humidity have on humans are high (Easterling et al., 2000). Extreme cold
temperatures late in the growing season can devastate agricultural industries (Easterling et al.,
2000). Agricultural systems can also benefit from the occurrence of moderate extremes early in
the growing season which can act to lengthen the growing season (Easterling et al., 2000). There
is significant incentive to document temperature extremes because the array of implications they
have on human and natural systems.
Under the predicted scenarios of climate change the frequency and variability of
temperature extremes is expected to increase with respect to hot days and decrease with respect
to cold days (Trenberth et al., 2007). The amount of literature available on observed changes in
temperature extremes is extensive. A number these works, in combination with Alexander et al.
(2006), were synthesized by the IPCC in the AR4 which found a statistically significant increase
in the occurrence of warm nights and a significant reduction in the occurrence of cold nights for
70-75% of the global land regions with data between 1951-2003 (Trenberth et al., 2007; Field et
al., 2012). Over land regions with data 40-50% of the area showed an increase in the number of
warm days and reduction in the number of cold days (Alexander et al., 2006; Trenberth et al.,
2007). Since the AR4 was published additional studies on observed changes in temperature
extremes have been synthesized in a Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change titled “Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change
Adaption” [SREX] (Field et al., 2012). SREX found these new studies, despite not all
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considering warm days, warm nights, cold days, and cold nights, to resemble trends consistent
with those identified in AR4 (Field et al., 2012).
E. Heat Waves
Heat waves or warm spells are the occurrence of extended periods of abnormally hot
temperatures. There are fewer studies on the frequency and observed changes in heat waves
because a greater emphasis has been placed on synoptic analyses of individual heat wave events
(Field et al., 2012). The quantification of heat waves has been done using two primary methods,
a count of consecutive days above a fixed temperature threshold and a count of consecutive days
above a percentile threshold. Alexander et al. (2006) used the warm spell duration index [WSDI]
developed by the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection, Monitoring and Indices
[ETCCDMI] which counts the number or fraction of days with spells of at least six days where
the daily maximum temperature is above the 90th percentile. Kunkel et al. (2010) used two
different measures to investigate heat waves. They identified “annual heatwaves” as the annual
occurrence of the highest average of temperature for 3 consecutive days (Kunkel et al., 2010).
And used a method for identifying heat waves defined by Meehl and Tebaldi (2004) which set
three criteria (Kunkel et al., 2010). An event was identified as a heat wave if; (1) the daily mean
temperature was above the 97.5 percentile threshold for at least 3 days during the period, (2) the
average daily mean temperature during the entire period exceeded the 97.5 percentile threshold,
and (3) the daily mean temperature exceeded the 81 percentile threshold for every day of the
period (Kunkel et al., 2010). Burnette et al. (2009) defined a heat wave as a period in which
seven or more days during the summer in which the daily mean temperature was above the 75th
percentile. In summers that had more than one heat wave the total number of heat wave days
were added to estimate heat wave intensity per year (Burnette et al., 2009).
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In general the impacts of heat waves tend to be worse than those related to temperature
extremes because they are prolonged periods of temperature extremes. Their occurrence has been
associated with adverse impacts on economies, water resources, ecosystems, and human health
(Kunkel et al., 2008). The summer heat waves that are characterized by exceptional intensities,
prolonged durations, and above-average minimum temperatures are a well-established killer of
humans, with primary impacts falling on elderly populations (Bouchama, 2004). These impacts
on human health are exacerbated in urban areas where factors such as the urban heat island
effect, poverty, and concentrations of elderly often living alone are present (Changnon et al.,
1996; Kunkel et al., 2010). Secondary effects on health can be caused by decreases to urban air
quality caused by the temperature extremes (Kunkel et al., 2010). The Chicago heat waves of
1995 and 1999 led to 739 and 110 deaths attributed to the events respectively (Whitman et al.,
1997; Palecki et al., 2001; Kunkel et al., 2010). Over the last two decades, in addition to the 1995
Chicago heat wave, there have been two other heat waves in the Northern Hemisphere that have
led to unparalleled losses of life and economic devastation, the 2003 European heat wave and the
2010 eastern European heat wave (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; Barriopedro et al., 2011).
Barriopedro et al. (2011) deemed the 2003 and 2010 European heat waves to be “megaheatwaves” because they broke 500-year long summer temperature records over at least half of
Europe and were likely the hottest summers on record for over ~25% of Europe. The 2003
European heat wave occurred during what were likely the warmest summer temperatures since at
least AD 1500 (Stott et al., 2004). While the 2010 event occurred during summer temperatures
that were slightly warmer (~0.2°C) than the 2003 event it was 1 to 2 standard deviations greater
than the 2003 heat wave in intensity. Both events were characterized by extremely devastating
impacts. The 2003 European summer heat wave led to an estimated 70,000 deaths, around
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US$12.3 billion in losses of uninsured crops, and an additional US$1.6 billion in damage from
forest fires in Portugal (Schär and Jendritzky, 2004; Barriopedro et al., 2011). Losses caused by
the 2010 heat wave based on preliminary estimates for Russia totaled an estimated 55,000
deaths, crop failures of ~25% of the annual average, more than 1 million hectares of fire
scorched land, and around US$15 billion of economic loss (Barriopedro et al., 2011). Stott et al.
(2004) found that the 2003 heat wave was likely doubled in possible occurrence by human
influence on global climate. While Barriopedro et al. (2011) found that the occurrence of “megaheatwaves” over highly populated areas of Europe will increase by a factor of 5% to 10% over
the next 40 years. Despite expected increases OF heat waves in the future the 2010 event was so
extreme that there is little likelihood that an analog event will occur before 2050 (Barriopedro et
al., 2011).
Alexander et al. (2006) found there has been an increased length and number of heat
waves in the mid- and high-latitudes since 1951 with some spatial variance in the tendency over
central and southeastern North America (Field et al., 2012). In the Synthesis and Assessment
Product 3.3 [SAP3.3] report “Weather and Climate Extremes in a Changing Climate - Regions of
Focus: North America, Hawaii, Caribbean, and U.S. Pacific Islands” from the U.S. Climate
Change Science Program [USCCSP] an update to the Kunkel et al.’s (1999) analysis of warm
spells and cold spells for the United State during the period 1895-2005 was provided by Kunkel
et al. (2008). The updated work found that the number of extreme heat waves during the 1930s
was significantly higher than that of any other period and there has been a strong trend indicating
increases in heat waves since 1960 (Kunkel et al., 2008). Cold spells have declined over the
period with the last 10 years of record experiencing the lowest number of cold spells than any
other 10-year period during the record and there was a spike in the occurrence of cold spells in
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the 1980s (Kunkel et al., 2008). They found that the increases in heat waves were dominated by
the rise in extremely high daily minimum temperatures as well as decreases in the occurrence of
cold spells because the frequency of extremely low daily minimum temperatures have decreased.
Consistent with other works on changes in warm and cold spells in North America Burnette et al.
(2009) found that cold waves have declined in eastern Kansas since 1829 and heat waves have
increased by 8.76 ± 2.6 days since 1829 with the three most intense heat wave years occurring
during the 1930s Dust Bowl.
F. Temperature Extremes and Heat Waves in Central Texas
There have been fewer analyses with specific focus paid towards regional and local
occurrences of temperature extremes and changes over the period of record. Investigations of
temperature extremes in the central Texas region have occurred as a component of studies at
much broader spatial areas such as global (e.g. Vose et al., 2005; Alexander et al., 2006; Brown
et al., 2008), continental (e.g. Peterson et al., 2008), national (e.g. DeGaetano and Allen, 2002;
Meehl et al., 2009), and south-central United States regional (Henderson and Muller, 1997).
Henderson and Muller (1997) are one of the only groups to investigate temperature
extremes in Texas at the station level. The analysis covered an 88-year record for the period
1901-1987 for the south-central United States which included data from eight weather
observation stations in Texas, two of which were in central Texas (Lampasas and Luling), as
well as eight stations from five adjacent states (Henderson and Muller, 1997). Stations were
selected from the Historical Climatology Network Daily [HCN/D] record based on percentage of
missing daily data; the average missing data was 4 % per station with a maximum of 15% at the
Okemah, Oklahoma, observation station (Henderson and Muller, 1997). They defined
temperature extremes as any daily maximum or minimum temperature that exceeds 1 standard
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deviation of the long-term daily average (Henderson and Muller, 1997). Results from the article
indicated an increase in the number of extreme daily minimum temperatures and a decrease in
the occurrence of extreme daily maximum temperatures (Henderson and Muller, 1997). It is
likely that the results of the study were influenced by the dominance of temperatures associated
with the 1930s and 1950s drought as well as the influence that the 1970-1980 “benign period”
had on the record length. Several other potential problems involved non-climatic biases adjusted
for in subsequent USHCN datasets that were not applied to the HCN/D record and the dataset
was missing approximately 1284 daily values at each station. Subsequent analyses that have
occurred at larger spatial and temporal scales differ from these results. Although spatial
interpolations of changes to the 90th percentile of daily minimum temperatures performed by
Peterson et al. (2008) indicate possible decreases in decadal frequency of days above the
threshold during the period 1951-2003.
The analysis of heat waves in Texas suffers from several factors; emphasis placed on
changes to the occurrence of heat waves at large spatial scales, synoptic focus on specific
extreme heat wave events, and as a part of analyses that have been performed as a supplement to
drought severity investigations. Greenberg et al. (1983) performed a synoptic analysis of the
epidemiology of heat-related deaths in Dallas County, Texas, from 1950-1980. Their research
showed 919 deaths during the period, of which 453 (49.3%) occurred from 1950 through 1959
and unequaled levels of heat-related deaths until 1980 which saw 107 (11.6%) deaths. Although
this study was focused on the epidemiology of those that suffered most from heat waves it does
provide insight on the most deadly heat waves in northwestern Texas, which were 1951, 1952,
1954, 1962, 1978, and 1980 (468 deaths or 50.9% occurred in these six years) (Greenberg et al.,
1983). A national level analysis of heat wave frequency done by Kunkel et al. (2008) found that
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there has been a general increase in heat waves since 1960 across the United State, but the heat
waves associated with the 1930s Dust Bowl drought still dominate the record. Luo and Zhang
(2012) looked at the 2011 summer heat wave in the United States, which included Central Texas,
in the context of verifying the effectiveness of predictive models. Based on climatological means
from a 33-year period extending from 1979-2011 they identified summer temperature anomalies
between 1°C and 5°C for portions of the central and eastern United States and average daily
temperatures 7°C above normal during the second half of July for the Central Plains (Luo and
Zhang, 2012). Two reports by Nielsen-Gammon and McRoberts (2009) and Nielsen-Gammon
(2011) discussed some of the temperature records associated with the 2007-2009 and 2010-2011
droughts respectively (discussed in Sections 2. C. 1. and 2.). However, temperature data were
only used to supplement the synoptic analyses of drought severities and not as a comparative
measure of the historical context of the 2009 and 2011 summer heat waves.
III.

Data and Methods

A. The U.S. Historical Climatology Network
The USCHN is a subset of reference stations of the NOAA Cooperative Observer
Program [COOP] Network that consists of the longest-term climate observing stations (Menne et
al., 2009). The third volume composition of the network is called USHCN v2. Stations included
in the original network were selected from the COOP Network in the mid-1980s based on record
length, missing data, and location stability which required stations to be active in 1987 and have
at least 80 years of record (Menne et al., 2009). Initially the USHCN network consisted of 1219
COOP stations of which 84 were composites of observations from two or more stations (Menne
et al., 2009). Since the establishment of the USHCN by NOAA’S National Climatic Data Center
[NCDC] in 1987 the network has been used to quantify temperature changes within the United
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States (Menne et al., 2009). Stations making up the USHCN have changed twice since 1987
(Menne et al., 2009). In 1996 the closing and relocation of stations in the network during the
mid-1990s caused the deletion of 52 stations and the addition of 54 for a total of 1221
observational stations (Menne et al., 2009). Due to a number of station closures in the late 20th
century a third restructuring of the stations contained in the network occurred with the deletion
of 62 stations and addition of 59 stations for a total of 1218 stations (Menne et al., 2009). The
USHCN v2 network is spaced uniformly across the contiguous United States [CONUS] with
higher densities in the eastern CONUS and a greater number of stations with records extending
back to earlier than 1925 in the western CONUS (Menne et al., 2009).
Datasets in the USHCN v2 network have undergone a number of quality assurance [QA]
checks and adjustments to help eliminate potential non-climatic artifacts that may be contained
within the record (Menne et al., 2009). The QA checks are initial steps taken to identify and
eliminate any inconsistencies at the daily and then monthly observation levels (Menne et al.,
2009). Daily QA procedures include 12 checks performed in a standardized order that are only
applied to daily values that did not fail a preceding test (Menne et al., 2009). Checks applied to
the daily data include a search for simultaneous zeros, duplication of data, impossible values,
streaks, gaps, climatological outliers, internal inconsistencies, interday inconsistencies, lag-range
inconsistencies, temporal inconsistencies, spatial inconsistencies, and “mega” inconsistencies
(Menne et al., 2009). Several examples of the potential problems being identified by these
checks are “simultaneous zeros” which identifies days where both the maximum and minimum
daily temperature are 0°F and “impossible values” which identifies temperatures that exceed
known world records (Menne et al., 2009). Using a method developed by Durre et al. (2008) the
reliability of these checks were tested (Menne et al., 2009). The percent of values that were
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flagged but appeared to be valid (“false-positive”) was estimated to be 8% and the percent of
errors that went undetected (“miss rate”) was estimated to be less than 5% (Menne et al., 2009).
Once the daily data were quality assured, monthly means were calculated for months with less
than nine flagged or missing values (Menne et al., 2009). Monthly values were checked using
three additional QA procedures, climatological outlier and two checks for spatial inconsistency
(Menne et al., 2009). QA checks for monthly maximum temperature had a false-positive rate of
15% and a 10% rate for minimum temperature (Menne et al., 2009). In addition to the initial QA
checks the USHCN v2 data were also adjusted or homogenized to account for inhomogeneities
caused by changes to the time of observation, station moves, instrument changes, and changes to
conditions surrounding the instrument site (discussed in more detail in 3. B) (Menne et al.,
2009).
To assess the reliability of the USHCN v2 quality assurance checks and homogenization
adjustments the temperature differences between version 1 and 2 were calculated at the national
scale (Menne et al., 2009). The version 1 dataset included an adjustment to remove the Urban
Heat Island [UHI] effect on temperature which was not present in the version 2 dataset (Menne
et al., 2009). Therefore, the analysis created two differences series for maximum temperature and
minimum temperature, one difference series was calculated using USHCN v2 minus v1 and one
was calculated using USHCN v2 minus v1 with the UHI adjustment applied (Menne et al.,
2009). Average annual differences for maximum and minimum temperatures during the period
1895-2007 were not greater than 0.35°C or -0.15°C at any point (Menne et al., 2009). There is a
documented decrease in the difference for minimum temperatures before 1970 which is stronger
in the difference series where UHI adjustments are applied to the USHCN v1 dataset (Menne et
al., 2009). This was due to two factors created by adjustments in the v1 data, adjustments made
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by the Station History Adjustment Program [SHAP] created a warming trend in the first half of
the 20th Century while UHI adjustments caused a cooling trend to be applied to the data which
compensated for much of the warming in the v1 dataset caused by SHAP adjustments (Menne et
al., 2009). No major differences were identified for the period 1950-1985 until a divergence
emerges in 1985 when adjustments introduced to account for the transition from liquid-in-glass
[LIG] thermometers to the maximum–minimum temperature system [MMTS] appear to cause a
spurious cooling trend due to an overcorrection (Menne et al., 2009).
Annual temperature trends from the v2 dataset for maximum, minimum, and mean
temperatures during the period 1895-2007 show a slight increase in temperature until the 1930s,
then a minimal decrease until the 1970s, and then a more prominent increase after (Menne et al.,
2009). The decadal trend in annual maximum temperature for the adjusted v2 data is 0.064°C per
decade and 0.075°C per decade in the annual minimum temperature (Menne et al., 2009).
Decadal trends in the raw temperature data averaged for the CONUS show a 0.018°C trend per
decade for the maximum annual temperature and a 0.054°C trend per decade in the minimum
annual temperature (Menne et al., 2009). Trends for both maximum and minimum temperature
are the largest in the winter months and lowest in the fall with increases to the minimum
temperatures exceeding those in the maximum in all seasons except spring (Menne et al., 2009).
Spatial representations of the decadal trends in maximum temperature over the CONUS reflect
increases across most the United States except in portions of the east central and southern areas
(Menne et al., 2009). Similar patterns are apparent in the minimum temperature trend with the
exception of several areas in the southeastern and western CONUS which show decreasing
trends (Menne et al., 2009).
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Bias adjustments create more spatially homogenous patterns in the national temperature
trends, reduce the extent of negative decadal temperature trends, and decrease extreme regional
decadal trends present in the raw temperature data (Menne et al., 2009). Pielke et al. (2007a and
2007b) argued that homogenization techniques primarily due to interstation correlations used in
the adjustment processes reduced the USHCN v2 ability to truly represent regional trends
(Menne et al., 2009). However, station density relationships for calculating national temperature
trends explored by Vose and Menne (2004) found that the density of the USHCN network was
an order of magnitude greater than that required to calculate temperature trends for the CONUS
(Menne et al., 2009). The spatial density of the USHCN v2 network should eliminate potential
harmful effects that the use of interstation correlations in the adjustment process may have on
calculating regional temperature trends (Menne et al., 2009).
B. Data Adjustments
One of the hallmarks of the USHCN monthly temperature data has been the presence of
homogenization techniques or adjustments used to remove the presence of inhomogeneities,
which are non-climatic artifacts or biases introduced through changes to the time of observation,
station moves, instrument changes, and changes to conditions surrounding the instrument
location (Menne et al., 2009). Temperature adjustments have changed in methodology with the
subsequent release of new USHCN datasets and as new techniques have been developed. There
is considerable debate on the effectiveness, magnitude, and need for these adjustments (e.g.
Balling Jr. and Idso, 2002; Pielke et al., 2007a; and Pielke et al., 2007b). However, the long-term
analysis of temperature trends can be directly impacted by the presence of biases, even those that
are tenths of a degree, so there is a need to identify non-climatic signals (Quayle et al., 1991).
Despite contention over temperature adjustments Pielke et al. (2007b) found that the adjusted
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USHCN temperature record “may well be the best objective hypothetical climate record
available.”
The most significant biases associated with the long-term temperature record are those
introduced through changes to the time of observation (Menne et al., 2009). Since the majority of
COOP and USHCN network observers are volunteers the observation of daily temperature has
occurred at times that are more convenient than midnight (Menne et al., 2009). Time of
observation bias [TOB] would have little impact on the temperature record if there were no
changes to observational times throughout a station’s operational history (Menne et al., 2009).
Unfortunately, most observations underwent a large scale shift from evening to early
observations in the mid-20th century (Menne et al., 2009). Originally, weather observations were
recorded near sunset in accordance with U.S. Weather Bureau instructions and since the 1940s
observations have gradually shifted to morning recording times to satisfy operational
hydrological requirements (Menne et al., 2009). Consequently, the first half of the 20th century
exhibits a slight warm bias and has since seen an artificially induced reduction in the true
temperature trend in the United States climate record over the last 50 years (Karl et al. 1986;
Vose et al. 2003; Hubbard and Lin 2006; Pielke et al. 2007a; Menne et al., 2009; Menne et al.,
2010).
Baker (1975) made the initial discovery of the possible impacts TOB can have on mean
temperature calculation through the analysis of heating degree days [HDD] and cooling degree
days [CDD]. For a station in St Paul, Minnesota, time of observation variations were found to
cause mean temperature to vary by as much as 1.7°F with deviations from the station’s midnight
observation (Baker, 1975). The observations that occurred in the morning were reflected by a
negative bias and there was a slight positive bias for observations that occurred in the evening
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(Baker, 1975). Karl et al. (1986) developed a method to account for these biases caused by
changes in time of observation which requires a minimum of input from the user. It has the
ability to estimate the TOB for any ending hour of the climatological day for any location in the
United States during any month of the year, applicable to the max, min, and mean temperature
(Karl et al., 1986). The robustness of this method was called in to question by Balling Jr. and
Idso (2002) but was verified by Vose et al. (2003) using an independent method. Therefore the
TOB method created by Karl et al. (1986) was used in the USHCN v2 dataset. Effects of the
TOB adjustment were an increase in the overall trend of maximum temperatures by about
0.015°C per decade ( ± 0.002) and in minimum temperature by about 0.022°C per decade ( ±
0.002) during the period 1895-2007 (Menne et al., 2009).
Another pervasive bias present in most weather observation records is caused by changes
to observation practice, such as changes to station location or the instrumentation used
throughout a station’s history (Menne et al., 2009). Modifications to observational practices can
induce shifts in temperature records that are unrelated to true climatic variability (Menne et al.,
2009). In USHCN v1 the impacts of these changes were addressed by the SHAP procedure
developed by Karl and Williams (1987) which took advantage of station metadata to identify
when and what kind of changes took place (Menne et al., 2009). Most station histories are
incomplete which means not all discontinuities relating to changes in observational practice may
have corresponding records in the metadata and therefore would not be corrected for using the
Karl and Williams (1987) method (Menne et al., 2009). Also during the 1990s several articles
identified the impact changes in the type of thermometers used at observational sites had on the
overall temperature record. Quayle et al. (1991) believed that a change at over half of the NWS
observational sites starting in the mid-1980s from LIG maximum and minimum thermometers in
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wooden Cotton Region Shelter [CRSs] with thermistor-based MMTSs housed in smaller plastic
shelters could systematically bias the record. They found that a mean daily minimum
temperature change of roughly +0.3°C, a mean daily maximum temperature change of -0.4°C,
and a change in average temperature of -0.1°C were introduced as a result of the new
instrumentation (Quayle et al., 1991). Guttman and Baker (1996) found that changes to the
Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) at stations that report hourly observations created
a non-climatic bias of a few tenths of a degree Fahrenheit, with site characteristics and siting
issues exacerbating these biases. Instrument bias was usually negative and the siting biases can
be either positive or negative (Guttman and Baker, 1996). Hubbard and Lin (2006) found that
blanket bias adjustments being applied to USHCN data to account for these thermometer
changes caused an additional temperature bias in the record.
In the USHCN v2 a pairwise comparison of temperature developed by Menne and
Williams (2009) was used. The pairwise comparison method addresses both documented and
undocumented discontinuities by using a number of temperature series within the station’s region
to search for relative inhomogeneities (Menne et al., 2009). This method works best when there
are a greater number of neighboring stations, so for the USHCN v2 dataset both USHCN stations
and COOP stations (not included in the USHCN) were used as inputs (Menne et al., 2009).
Homogeneity testing on the reliability of the pairwise algorithm found that the method identified
around 13,000 shifts in the maximum and minimum temperature series which is one artificial
shift every 15-20 years of station data, about half of which are undocumented (Menne et al.,
2009). Overall the effect of the pairwise algorithm on temperature trends in the United States is
to increase the average maximum temperature by 0.031°C per decade ( ± 0.007) while it is
almost zero for the minimum temperature trends over the period of record (Menne et al., 2009).
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The most significant adjustments on maximum temperature occur around 1985 which
corresponds to the changeover to MMTS and ASOS at a number of stations in the network
(Menne et al., 2009).
Biases associated with urbanization and UHI effects on temperature were previously
adjusted for in the USHCN v1 using a regression-based approach developed by Karl et al.
(1988). However, no adjustments for urbanization are made in the USHCN v2 because the
pairwise adjustment applied to observational changes accounts for undocumented change points
which include local trends that may have arose from gradual changes to the environment.
Consequently, average CONUS minimum temperature trends that Menne et al. (2009) calculated
for the 30% most urban USHCN v2 stations were almost the same as those calculated from the
remaining mostly rural stations during the period 1895-2007, 0.071°C and 0.077°C per decade
respectively. Because some step changes are more gradual between a dependent station and
number of independent stations it is difficult to robustly identify the true interval of a station’s
trend inhomogeneity (Menne and Williams 2009). Nonetheless, the effects from urban heating
on temperature records have been accounted for using the pairwise algorithm.
The pairwise algorithm’s ability to detect both documented and undocumented step
changes has allowed for the identification and removal of biases associated with nonstandard
siting and improper thermometer exposures (Menne et al., 2009). Nonstandard siting has been
called in to questions over recent years by concerns about observational site integrity through the
means of photographic documentation (e.g., Davey and Pielke, 2005; Pielke et al., 2007a; Pielke
et al., 2007b; Watts, 2009). Photographic evidence has been used to identify improper siting of
observational stations, such as in parking lots, next to structures, or at heights too far off the
ground. Watts (2009) retrospectively applied the site classification criteria for the U.S. Climate
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Reference Network [USCRN] to assess the siting quality of about 40% of the USHCN station
network. Menne et al. (2010) assessed the reliability of “good” and “poor” sited stations based
on the ratings applied to the USHCN by Watts (2009). Despite a greater majority of the 40% of
the USHCN stations being identified as having “poor” siting the difference in temperature
between the “good” and “poor” sited stations was minimal. Adjustments made through the
pairwise algorithm largely account for these siting issues but a small overall cool bias remains in
the adjusted maximum temperature records.
The last adjustment made to the USHCN v2 data is the use of a gap-filling method to
account for missing monthly maximum and minimum temperature values (Menne et al., 2009).
Monthly temperature estimates are created using an optimal interpolation technique known as
FILNET (short for “fill in the network”) (Menne et al., 2009). FILNET uses the fully adjusted
monthly temperature values of neighboring stations and optimizes the neighboring series with
the lowest confidence limits by finding the difference between the dependent station and
independent neighbors (Menne et al., 2009). Differences between the dependent station and
neighboring stations are used as an offset to account for possible climatological differences
between the stations (Menne et al., 2009). Quality control tests were performed on the FILNET
procedure to assess the reliability of temperature estimates (Menne et al., 2009). These tests
found that there is a difference in observed monthly values of 0.01°C and the FILNET procedure
has no systematic effect on temperature trends (Menne et al., 2009).
Homogenization adjustments applied to temperature data in the USHCN v2 are essential
in reducing the uncertainty of climatic trends in the CONUS (Menne et al., 2009). The most
significant biases to the United States temperature record are those associated with time of
observation changes and the conversion to the MMTS (Menne et al., 2009). While metadata help
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to corroborate changes that occur throughout an observational sites history, the use of the new
pairwise algorithm adjustment has limited the impacts undocumented changes have on
temperature time-series (Menne et al., 2009). Potential issues nonstandard siting and improper
thermometer exposure have on the integrity of some sites have been documented to be negligible
due to the pairwise methods ability to account for most of these issues (Menne et al., 2010). The
greater spatial uniformity in the adjusted data suggests that the adjustments remove background
noise not related to actual temperature change (Menne et al., 2009). Concerns about the USHCN
v2 datasets reliability for identifying regional trends are relieved by the spatial density of the
network (Menne et al., 2009).
C. Historical Observation Tools
Historical Observation Tools [HOB Tools] is a set of computer programs created by
Burnette (2009) to transform weather observations recorded using a nonstandard methodology to
high quality weather data compatible with modern observations through screening and correction
steps. The program was the primary tool used in Burnette (2009) and Burnette et al. (2009) to
reconstruct historical climate data for eastern Kansas. This eastern Kansas reconstruction extends
observations back to 1828 and is the longest daily temperature record in the United States
(Burnette et al., 2009).
HOB Tools was used in this analysis to create the continuous and homogeneous daily
temperature records for seven USHCN stations in central Texas. There are a number of processes
in HOB Tools that allow for the in-depth correction and analysis of meteorological variables
(including temperature, precipitation, and snowfall) as well as the calculation of measures
derived from meteorological variables (including temperature extremes and the quantification of
HDD and CDD). However, because the processes available in HOB Tools are numerous this
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summary of the program limits itself to the procedure used in this study that relate to daily
temperature. The initial steps involved with HOB Tools are all pre-processes involved in the
identification and conversion of missing meteorological values to a format compatible with the
program. Pre-processes begin with the “Data Entry and Gap Quality” step which identifies daily
data that has been entered twice or for which there are missing days (“gaps”) in the dataset by
assuming the record is continuous. If gaps or duplicate entries are identified in the dataset the
“Add Missing Dates” process is used to insert “-99” which acts as a place holder the program is
able to identify as a missing daily value.
Following initial screening measures the “Reconstruct Temperature” tool is used to create
daily values for the temperature values marked as -99. This tool employs a regression-based
estimation method using daily data from nearby station or station segments to create a daily
temperature value for the missing observations. The “Reconstruct Temperature” tool is time
consuming and requires the user to screen the results between the dependent station (the dataset
being reconstructed for) and each respective independent station (the stations being used to fill in
the missing data values). A “Perform Inter-station Screening on Outliers” feature can be used in
tandem with the process to assess overlapping periods between the dependent and independent
stations. Based on a method created by Cocheo and Camuffo (2002) difference series are created
and sorted then the top 90% and bottom 10% of the values are flagged as outliers. Outliers are
assessed against computed averages and removed if they are significant. Forward and backward
regression calibrations and verifications are performed by checking every third day per month on
the two halves of the overlapping record. The calibration procedure returns the sample size (N),
estimates (B0 and B1), standard error (StdErr), coefficient of determination (R-Sq), and the
Durbin-Watson statistic (DurWat) for each model in the calibration period. Verification
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processes return the sample size (N), coefficient of efficiency (CE), and Pearson correlation
between actual and estimate values (r). Final calibration results for the “Reconstruct
Temperature” tool are shown under "Regression Model Statistics". The output statistics are the
same for this procedure as for the calibration procedure.
Following the steps required to account for missing daily temperature values the data are
then adjusted against the USHCN v2 monthly dataset using the “Adjust Daily Temperature”
process. This process follows methods used by Jones and Lister (2002), Moberg et al. (2002),
Vincent et al. (2002), and Burnette et al. (2009) in which daily temperatures have been adjusted
against a homogeneous and adjusted reference series (the USHCN v2 monthly dataset in this
case). This tool works by calculating the monthly average for the daily temperature data within a
record and then compares the averaged values against a homogeneous reference series of
monthly averages. Comparisons between the dependent station and reference stations yield a
correction value that can be applied to the daily data in two ways. The method used in this study
was a straight-forward adjustment in which the difference between the dependent dataset and
reference series is applied to all the daily data values per month. If the difference between the
two datasets is +1°F then the daily temperatures are appended by 1°F. Results from these steps
return continuous (no missing daily temperature values) and homogeneous (relative to the
USHCN v2 monthly data) daily temperature datasets.
How homogeneous and representative this temperature record is can be analyzed by
several tools in the HOB Tools software. Analysis in this study used the “Cumulated Series
Analysis” tool, which was inspired by the Interactive Double Mass Analysis program used by the
Office of Hydrological Development at the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration [NOAA]. This tool works by summing data from two datasets, making
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cumulative data plots, and then uses simple linear regression and user-specific input information
to detect breakpoints or analyze a suspected breakpoint in the cumulative data.
Beyond the processes in HOB Tools that allow for the creation of continuous and
homogeneous datasets the program offers a multitude of tools useful for the analysis of data. The
two main tools used in this study available within the program were the “Temperature Analysis”
and “Threshold Analysis” tools. The “Temperature Analysis” tool analyzes daily temperature
data to create time series of mean, minimum, or maximum temperature or heating/cooling degree
days for a specific range of months, seasons, or annually. “Threshold Analysis” allows for the
analysis of daily temperature derivatives through a number of tools. The most important
component of the processes used for this analysis was the calculation of extremes based on a
percentile threshold.
D. Central Texas Observation Stations
The central Texas region is home to eight weather observation stations that are part of the
USHCN; Blanco, Boerne, Lampasas, Llano, Luling, New Braunfels, San Antonio, and Temple.
All of the stations in the central Texas region were used for this analysis with the exception of
San Antonio, Texas. Daily temperature data at the San Antonio station only extends back to 1946
because a relocation of the station across town created two records that were not homogenous.
This gap was determined to be too large a gap in the record to gap-fill so San Antonio was
exempted from this study. Analysis of the seven stations began on August 1, 1896, because it
was the point at which 43% of the network began recording both daily maximum and minimum
temperatures. Four observation stations did not begin recording daily temperature observations
until after August 1, 1896, Boerne (1899), Lampasas (1897), Llano (1902), and Luling (1897).
Lampasas and Luling both began recording maximum and minimum daily temperature
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observation January 1, 1897. Llano was the shortest record as the station did not begin making
daily temperature observations until May 14, 1902. Therefore, the confidence in the daily
temperature record is greatest from May 14, 1902, on as it is the point in which the largest
number of daily data were available for gap-filling techniques. Observations for all but the
Temple station extend to at least the end of spring 2011. Daily temperature observations at
Temple ended on September 30th, 2003 which constituted the largest and longest continuous
period for which observations had to be gap-filled at a single station.
Daily temperature records during the period August 1, 1896 through August 31, 2011
consists of 42,033 daily observations for each respective temperature record (maximum,
minimum, and mean) at each station. The amount of missing daily data differed for each station
and temperature record. Table 1 shows the percentage of missing daily data for the maximum,
minimum, and mean temperature records at all seven stations. Temple had the greatest
percentage of missing daily data with 10.5% or 4413 days in the daily maximum temperature,
11.3% or 4750 days in the mean temperature, and 11.0% or 4624 days in the minimum
temperature record. Missing daily temperature observations at Temple are a result of the stations
closure in September 2003, the period from the stations closure to August 31, 2011, constitutes
2,890 of the missing daily observations. Blanco had the smallest percentage of missing daily data
with 3.5% or 1471 days in the daily maximum temperature, 4.2% or 1765 days in the mean
temperature, and 3.6% or 1513 days in the minimum temperature record. The average percentage
of missing daily data for the region was 6.3% of the maximum daily temperature, 6.6% of the
mean daily temperature, and 6.4% of the minimum daily temperature record. As part of a larger
spatial investigation of temperature extremes Henderson and Muller (1997) analyzed several
stations in the central Texas region. Average missing daily data at each station was 4% of the
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record with the greatest being 15% of a station’s record (Henderson and Muller, 1997).
However, the Henderson and Muller (1997) analysis was more than 10,000 days shorter than this
study and no gap-filling techniques were used to account for these missing daily temperature
values.
Post gap-filling and adjustment (discussed in Sections 3. B. and 4. A.) processes
performed using HOB Tools resulted in 42,033 homogenous daily temperature records at each
site for each respective temperature measure, or 126,099 daily temperature observations at each
observing station. Each regional average of maximum, minimum, and mean temperature is
comprised of 294,231 unique daily temperature values from the seven station central Texas
region, or 882,693 total daily temperature observations. In addition to the 882,693 daily
temperature observations the 126,009 total regional daily maximum, minimum, and mean
temperature averages result in a combined total of 1,008,792 unique daily temperature
observations. Spatial correlation maps were created using the online Koninklijk Nederlands
Meteorologisch Instituut [KNMI] Climate Explorer program to show the representativeness of
regional average of temperature from the seven central Texas stations for the region. Average
annual and summer (June-July-August) mean temperatures for the central Texas region were
calculated using regional daily temperature values. Correlations were made against annual and
summer land-surface temperature data from the University of East Anglia Climate Research Unit
[CRU], CRU-TS 3.1 (Mitchell and Jones, 2005). The percent of correlation between the two
datasets was plotted for the southern Great Plains gridded at a 0.5 degree spatial resolution with a
90% confidence level. Figure 6 shows the spatial correlation between the two annual datasets
and Figure 7 shows the spatial correlation between the two summer datasets. KNMI Climate
Explorer does not represent correlations beyond 0.6 (60%). However, the regionally developed
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annual temperature dataset is representative of central Texas and potentially a large spatial area
of Texas and the southern Great Plains states. Gradients are more defined in the summer season
and likely indicate a less representative dataset for an area broader than central Texas.
Site characteristics and surroundings vary for all seven weather observing stations. The
Temple station is the most northerly and easterly of the stations, the New Braunfels and Luling
stations are the furthest south observing stations, and the Boerne station is the most western
observation site. Elevations between the seven stations range from a high of 1422 feet above sea
level [fasl] in Boerne and a low of 398 fasl in Luling. In general the stations west of the Balcones
Escarpment have elevations above 1000 fasl and those to the east have elevations below 1000
fasl. Population characteristics of the cities that host the seven central Texas observing stations
vary from a minimum of 2,205 people in Blanco to a maximum of 66,102 people in Temple.
With exception of New Braunfels and Temple the other four observing stations have populations
of 10,500 or less. Table 2 shows average daily maximum, minimum, and mean temperatures for
each station averaged over the August 1, 1896, to August, 31, 2011, period. The largest average
daily temperature differences between stations are 3.0°F in the maximum temperature record
between New Braunfels (79.1°F) and Temple (76.1°F), 3.2°F in the mean temperature record
between New Braunfels (68.2°F ) and Blanco (65.0°F), and 5.5°F in the minimum temperature
record between New Braunfels (57.3°F ) and Llano (51.8°F). New Braunfels is consistently the
warmest observing station in the three temperature records which may be a function of proximity
to the Gulf of Mexico and susceptibility to its moderating influence.
IV.

Results

A. Data Quality
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As outlined in Section 3. C. the program HOB Tools was used to apply the adjustments
made to the USHCN v2 monthly temperature data to the daily temperature data for the seven
central Texas observing stations. Figure 2 depicts the regionally averaged monthly adjustments
applied to the maximum, mean, and minimum daily temperature from August, 1896, to August,
2011. Over the period of record average monthly adjustments applied to the regional maximum
daily temperature record were -0.93°F with 3.6°F being the highest positive monthly temperature
adjustment and -2.9°F being the lowest negative temperature adjustment. The Temple maximum
temperature record was the most greatly adjusted record with an average adjustment of -2.5°F
being applied each month. Regional adjustments applied to the daily maximum temperature
record were largely negative until the mid-1980s after which the average monthly adjustment
changes to positive. This positive adjustment in the 1980s likely corresponds to the change to
MMTS at a number of USHCN v2 observation stations. Adjustments applied to the regional
mean daily temperature record averaged -0.35°F per month with 2.5°F the highest positive
monthly temperature adjustment and -3.5°F the lowest negative monthly temperature adjustment.
Luling mean observational records had the highest monthly average adjustment applied to daily
temperature data at -2.8°F. Monthly mean temperature adjustments were largely negative until
the mid-20th century at which point there is a shift towards positive adjustments. Changeovers to
positive adjustments in the mid-20th century likely correspond to a shift in observation times
from evening to mornings which biased the record negatively (cool). The regional minimum
temperature records were the least adjusted temperature records overall averaged at 0.02°F per
month with 3.8°F the highest positive monthly temperature adjustment and -5.6°F the lowest
negative monthly temperature adjustment. Lampasas saw the greatest monthly adjustment
applied to minimum temperature data with an average of 2.3°F. Throughout the period of record
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most monthly adjustments stayed within +1.0°F and -1.0°F until the 1980s when adjustments
became more trended towards positive.
Average monthly differences between the USHCN v2 monthly temperature data and the
central Texas monthly temperature datasets are -0.0006°F for monthly maximum temperatures, 0.0004°F for monthly mean temperatures, and +0.0004°F for monthly minimum temperatures.
These differences are possibly the result of differences in the rounding of decimals between
HOB Tools and the USHCN v2 dataset. The cumulated difference between the USHCN v2
adjusted monthly temperature data and the adjusted central Texas monthly temperature data were
calculated to be -0.87°F in the maximum monthly temperature, -0.60°F in the mean monthly
temperature, and +0.60°F in the minimum monthly temperature. When cumulated temperature
differences between the two datasets are applied to the 42,033 days in each respective regional
record daily maximum temperatures are found to be -0.00002°F cooler, daily mean temperatures
are -0.00001°F cooler, and daily minimum temperature are +0.00001°F warmer. These
differences imply that the central Texas daily maximum and mean temperature records are
slightly cooler than the USHCN v2 monthly temperature records while the daily minimum
temperature record is slightly warmer. If a difference between the methods used for rounding
decimals resulted in the monthly differences between the two datasets it would be expected that
cumulated differences would be larger than average differences. Even though a few tenths of a
degree can impact temperature trends these effects are minimized when identifying temperature
trends at the daily temporal scale. The benefits of accounting for biases and non-climatic signals
far outweigh the drawbacks of adjusting temperature observations. Nonetheless, monthly
averages of adjusted daily temperatures that have been created using HOB Tools are in-line with
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the USHCN v2 monthly datasets (˃ ±0.0006°F or lower). Therefore, it is highly likely that the
daily temperature observations are of similar reliability and robustness as the USHCN v2 data.
B. Daily Analyses
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the regional averages of daily maximum, mean, and minimum
temperatures from August 1, 1896, to August 31, 2011 for central Texas. The average daily
temperatures for the region over this time period are 78.1°F in the maximum temperature record,
66.5°F in the mean temperature record, and 54.6°F in the minimum temperature record. Regional
temperature time-series indicate significant temperature trends in all daily records at confidence
levels ˃ 99%. Daily maximum temperatures have increased by 0.0094°F ± 0.0022°F per year,
0.094°F per decade, and by 1.0825°F over the entire period of record (p < 0.0001). Warming has
been the greatest in the daily mean temperature at 0.0135°F ± 0.0021°F per year, 0.135°F per
decade, and by 1.555°F throughout the period of record (p < 0.0001). Daily minimum
temperatures have warmed the least of any temperature record at 0.0074°F ± 0.0022°F per year,
0.074°F per decade, and by 0.852°F over the entire record (p = 0.0007).
C. Annual Analyses
Despite the central Texas daily temperature record extending from August 1, 1896 to
August 31, 2011, analyses of annual temperatures were only performed for the period 1897-2010
because 1896 and 2011 were not full-years of record. Annual temperatures in central Texas
averaged 78.03°F in the maximum temperature record, 66.42°F in the mean temperature record,
and 54.55°F in the minimum temperature record. The warmest year on record was likely 2011
but since daily temperature data only extends to the end of August 2011 it was not computed.
Over the period of record under investigation 2006 was the warmest year on record with an
average maximum temperature of 82.2°F and mean temperature of 69.6°F. 1998 had the warmest
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minimum temperature average at 57.1°F. 1903 was the coldest year of record with an average
maximum temperature of 74.8°F, mean temperature of 63.5°F, and minimum temperature of
51.9°F. During the 114-year annual analysis period only 12 years observed average maximum
temperatures of 80°F or higher, with six of the 12 occurring since 1996, and the other six
happening mainly in the 1930s and 1950s. Since 1897 the mean annual temperature has only
surpassed 68°F 13 times with eight of the 13 occurrences since 1990. Annual minimum
temperatures have only topped 56°F nine times, six of which have been observed since 1986, and
five of those since 1990.
Figure 7 shows the trend in average annual temperatures during the period 1897-2010.
All temperature records indicate an increase in the average annual temperature since 1897 at ˃
95% confidence with exception of the annual maximum time-series. Annual mean temperatures
have experienced the largest warming with a rate of warming of 0.0123°F ± 0.0031°F per year,
0.123°F per decade, and by 1.4022°F over the 114-year period (p = 0.0001). Maximum
temperatures have warmed by 0.0077°F ± 0.0041°F per year, 0.077°F per decade, and by
0.8778°F over the entire record (p = 0.0648). Minimum annual temperatures have warmed at a
rate of 0.0065°F ± 0.0028°F per year, 0.065°F per decade, and by 0.741°F throughout the record
(p = 0.0209).
D. Seasonal Analyses
The seasonal analyses have been calculated for the meteorological seasons of winter
(December-January-February [DJF]), spring (March-April-May [MAM]), summer (June-JulyAugust [JJA]), and fall (September-October-November [SON]) and are depicted as averages per
year. Analyses of all seasons except fall cover the time period 1897-2011 with fall extending
from 1896-2010. On average the winter months experience the most annual temperature
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variability while summer months experience the least year-to-year variability in temperature.
Figures 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 show the average mean temperatures of each season as well as each
respective season’s average maximum and minimum temperatures.
1. Winter
The average winter maximum temperature for central Texas is 61.23°F, the average mean
temperature is 49.77°F, and the average minimum temperature is 37.99°F. Figures 9 and 10
show the average mean temperature for all seasons and the average maximum and minimum
winter temperatures respectively. Annual temperature variability in central Texas is higher in the
winter months than any other season of the year (maximum Standard Deviation [SD] = 2.94°F,
mean SD = 2.42°F, and minimum SD = 2.46°F). Table 3 lists the ten hottest and coldest winter
seasons since 1897. The warmest winter on record was 67.5°F in 2009 and the coldest winter on
record was 32.5°F in 1964. All of the ten hottest winters correspond to drought time periods in
Texas identified by Nielsen-Gammon (2011). Since 1996 six of the ten warmest winters on
record have been observed. Temperature trends shown in Figures 9 and 10 for each respective
winter temperature record are not significant at the 95% confidence level. However, trends in the
annual maximum winter temperature are significant at the 92% confidence level (p = 0.079) and
have warmed the most of any winter temperature record with a warming of 0.0146°F ± 0.0082°F
per year, 0.146°F per decade, and by 1.679°F over the 115-year record. Confidence in the
significance of temperature trends in the mean and minimum temperature records is low (p =
0.1144 and p = 0.9213 respectively). Simple linear regressions applied to the mean winter
temperatures show a warming of 0.0108°F ± 0.0068°F per year and by 1.242°F total while
minimum winter temperatures have cooled by -0.0007°F ± 0.007°F per year and by -0.0805°F
over the entire length of record. It is likely that the winter season in central Texas has
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experienced a base warming during the period of record which has helped increase the
temperature of the warmest winters.
2. Spring
The average spring maximum temperature for central Texas is 77.75°F, the average mean
temperature is 66.3°F, and the average minimum temperature is 54.53°F. Figures 9 and 11 show
the average mean temperature for all seasons as well as the average maximum and minimum
spring temperatures. Year-to-year temperature variability in spring is the second greatest of any
season in central Texas (maximum SD = 2.4°F, mean SD = 2.02°F, and minimum SD = 1.87°F).
Table 4 depicts the ten hottest and coldest springs on record since 1897. The warmest spring on
record was 83.7°F in 2006 and the coldest spring on record was 48.9°F in 1931. Of the ten
warmest springs on record only two have occurred since 2000 (2006 and 2011) but seven of the
ten warmest springs of record correspond to drought time periods in Texas. Regressions applied
to the respective spring temperature records are shown in Figures 9 and 11. All of the spring
temperature records reveal significant trends at ˃ 93% confidence levels with the average mean
spring temperature exhibiting the highest significance (p = 0.0008). Average annual mean spring
temperatures have warmed the most of any temperature record at 0.0188°F ± 0.0054°F per year,
0.188°F per decade, and by 2.162°F since 1897. Spring maximum temperatures have warmed by
0.0125°F ± 0.0067°F per year, 0.125°F per decade, and by 1.4375°F over the period of record (p
= 0.0635). Minimum temperatures have increased by 0.0105°F ± 0.0052°F per year, 0.105°F per
decade, and 1.2075°F over the 115-year record (p = 0.0448).
3. Summer
The average summer maximum temperature in central Texas is 93.6°F, the average mean
temperature is 81.99°F, and the average minimum temperature is 70.12°F. Figures 9 and 12
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show the average mean temperature for all seasons as well as the average maximum and
minimum summer temperatures. Summer months exhibit the lowest annual temperature
variability of any season in central Texas (maximum SD = 2.04°F, mean SD = 1.48°F, and
minimum SD = 1.1°F). Table 5 depicts the ten hottest and coldest summers on record since 1897.
The warmest summer on record was 99.6°F in 2011 and the coldest summer on record was
66.7°F in 1903. In central Texas nine of the ten warmest summers on record occurred during
periods of drought in Texas (except 1980). However, only two summers since 2000 have been
among the warmest on record, 2009 and 2011. Trends in temperature records for the summer
months are plotted in Figures 9 and 12. Confidence in the significance of temperature trends
exists at ˃ 99% for the average summer mean and minimum temperatures but is low in the
average maximum summer temperature record (p = 0.9732). Average summer minimum
temperatures have warmed the most since 1897 at 0.0139°F ± 0.0028°F per year, 0.139°F per
decade, and by 1.5985°F over the 115-year record (p < 0.0001). Mean summer temperatures
have warmed by 0.012°F ± 0.004°F per year, 0.12°F per decade, and by 1.38°F over the entire
record (p = 0.0036). There is low confidence in the significance of the trend in summer
maximum temperatures in central Texas which reflect only a minimal warming of 0.0002°F ±
0.0058°F per year and by 0.023°F overall.
4. Fall
In central Texas the average fall maximum temperature is 79.3°F, the average mean
temperature is 67.38°F, and the average minimum temperature is 55.33°F. Figures 9 and 13
show the average mean temperature for all seasons as well as the average maximum and
minimum fall temperatures during the period 1896-2010. The fall season is the second least
variable in annual temperature (maximum SD = 2.18°F, mean SD = 1.75°F, and minimum SD =
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1.93°F). Table 6 depicts the ten hottest and coldest falls on record since 1896. The warmest fall
on record was 85.1°F in 1931 and the coldest summer on record was 50.6°F in 1976. Seven of
the ten warmest falls on record correspond to periods of drought across Texas but only two of the
warmest falls on record have occurred since 1999 (1999 and 2005). Only one of the temperature
trends in Figures 9 and 13 for each respective fall temperature is significant at a ˃ 95%
confidence level. Average fall mean temperatures have warmed the most since 1896 at 0.0103°F
± 0.0049°F per year, 0.103°F per decade, and by 1.1742°F during the period of record (p =
0.0386). Fall average maximum temperatures have warmed by 0.0094°F ± 0.0061°F per,
0.094°F per decade, and by 1.081°F overall (p = 0.1249). Confidence is lowest in changes in the
average fall minimum temperature (p = 0.4928) which has warmed 0.0038°F ± 0.0055°F per
year and by 0.437°F throughout the period of record.
E. Hottest and Coldest Days
The use of daily data offers a better resolution as well as allows for the investigation of
the hottest (highest maximum daily temperature) and coldest (lowest minimum daily
temperature) days per year. During the period 1897-2010 the hottest regionally averaged daily
temperature was 109.4°F on September 6, 2000, although this was topped in the summer of 2011
when a regional temperature of 110.7°F was recorded on August 29. The coldest day on record
for the central Texas region was -3.4°F on February 12, 1899. Between 1897 and 2010 the
average hottest day per year was 101.7°F while the average coldest per year was 17.2°F. Figures
14 and 15 show the hottest and coldest days per year for the central Texas region as well as the
trends in temperatures over the period of record. Temperature changes in the hottest days per
year since 1897 have only been slight and are not significant (p = 0.8838) warming by 0.0011°F
± 0.0076°F per year or by 0.1254°F over the entire record. However, the intensity of the coldest
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day per year has decreased significantly with a high level of confidence (p = 0.0058) over the
114-year period of record. Warming in the coldest day per year has been 0.0457°F ± 0.0162°F
per year, 0.457°F per decade, and by 5.2098°F over the period of record. There is greater
variability year-to-year in the coldest day per year (SD = 5.85°F) than the hottest day per year
(SD = 2.66°F), but since the mid-1980s the coldest day per year has been warmer on average
than any other period. Although the 1930s saw significant high temperatures in the coldest day
per year they were not as consistent annually as they have been since the mid-1980s. There is
potential that the weighting of the actual coldest day on record has some influence on the trend
since it is early in the period of record, but there were also extremely cold periods in the 1950s
and 1970-1980s. Nonetheless, there had been a significant decrease in the intensity of coldest
days per year.
F. Temperature Extremes
Temperature extremes were investigated by making annual counts of days in which the
daily temperature passed specific percentile thresholds. Three different temporal scales were
analyzed; annual temperature extremes, summer temperature extremes, and winter temperature
extremes. Annual and summer temperature extremes are episodic and highly variable year-toyear which was reflected in the low confidence of significance in linear regressions applied to
these time-series. Confidence was much higher in the significance of changes to temperature
extremes in the winter months for the central Texas region.
1. Annual
Annual counts of temperature extremes were performed for days above the 90th (95.8°F)
and 95th (97.9°F) percentiles and below the 10th (33.3°F) and 5th (29°F) percentiles between
August 1896, and August 2011. The mean annual count of days passing each respective
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threshold is 35.75 for the 90th percentile, 17.99 for the 95th, 36.16 for the 10th, and 17.81 for the
5th. Mean counts of days passing a specific threshold are lower in the 95th and 5th percentiles
because they occur on average less frequently. Figure 16 shows the annual count of the days
above the 90th percentile and below the 10th percentile. Figure 17 shows the annual count of the
days above the 95th percentile and below the 5th percentile. Considerable annual variability exists
in all measures but is lower in the count of cold percentiles. The lower variability in the 5th and
10th percentiles is likely associated with the regions moderate cool month temperatures and
susceptibility to intense summer temperatures. Confidences in the significance of trends in all
measures of annual temperature extremes are low (< 78% or lower). Days surpassing the 90th
percentile threshold for daily maximum temperatures have increased by 0.0205 ± 0.0552 days
per year and by 2.378 days since 1896 (p = 0.711). 95th percentile days have increased by 0.0246
± 0.042 days per year and by 2.8536 days since 1896 (p = 0.5594). Annual counts of days below
the 10th percentile have decreased by -0.0315 ± 0.0257 days per year and by -3.654 days since
1896 (p = 0.2228). 5th percentile days have decreased by -0.0061 ± 0.0197 days per year and by 0.7076 days since 1896 (p = 0.7553).
2. Summer
Figures 18 and 19 show the annual count of summer days in which the maximum
temperature is above the 90th (99.3°F), 95th (100.4°F) and 97.5th (101.8°F) percentiles and the
minimum temperature is below the 10th (66°F), 5th (63.7°F), and 2.5th (60.8°F) percentiles. The
mean annual count of days passing each respective threshold is 9.02 (90th), 4.61 (95th), 1.85
(97.5th), 9.19 (10th), 4.53 (5th), and 1.81 (2.5th). Significant annual variation exists at all
percentiles with SDs surpassing mean counts for the 90th (9.85), 95th (6.46), 97.5th (3.28), and
2.5th (2.22) percentiles. Trends in the annual count of daily summer maximum temperature
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extremes are all positive while trends in the annual count of daily summer minimum temperature
extremes are all negative. However, there is low confidence in the significance of all trends for
all threshold counts (< 80% or lower). The number of maximum summer temperature days above
the 90th percentile have increased by 0.0178 ± 0.0279 days per year and by 2.047 days since
1897 (p = 0.5232). 95th percentile days have increased by 0.0177 ± 0.0182 days per year and by
2.0355 days since 1897 (p = 0.3326). 97.5th percentile days have increased by 0.0048 ± 0.0093
days per year and by 0.552 days since 1897 (p = 0.6077). Summer temperature extremes below
the 10th percentile threshold have decreased by -0.014 ± 0.0162 days per year and by -1.61 days
since 1897 (p = 0.3876). 5th percentile days have decreased by -0.0139 ± 0.0108 per year and by
-1.5985 days since 1897 (p = 0.1989). 2.5th percentile days have decreased by -0.0054 ± 0.0063
days per year and by -0.621 days since 1897 (p = 0.3929).
3. Winter
Figures 20 and 21 show the annual count of winter days in which the maximum
temperature is above the 90th (74.8°F), 95th (77.5°F) and 97.5th (80.3°F) percentiles and the
minimum temperature is below the 10th (26.2°F), 5th (22.7°F), and 2.5th (18.8°F) percentiles. The
mean annual count of days passing each respective threshold is 8.92 (90th), 4.39 (95th), 1.77
(97.5th), 8.91 (10th), 4.446 (5th), and 1.7 (2.5th). Significant annual variation exists at all
percentiles. Trends in the annual count of daily winter maximum temperature extremes are all
positive while trends in the annual count of daily winter minimum temperature extremes are all
negative. There is greater confidence in the significance of changes to winter temperature
extremes than in summer temperature extremes with all percentiles ˃ 78%. Winter temperature
extremes above the 90th percentile threshold have increased by 0.0424 ± 0.0186 days per year
and by 4.876 days since 1897 (p = 0.0241). 95th percentile days have increased by 0.0174 ±
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0.0115 days per year and by 2.001 days since 1897 (p = 0.1334). 97.5th percentile days have
increased by 0.0125 ± 0.0064 days per and by 1.4375 days since 1897 (p = 0.0522). The number
of winter temperature days below the 10th percentile has decreased by -0.0183 ± 0.0147 days per
year and by -2.1045 days since 1897 (p = 0.2166). 5th percentile days have decreased by -0.022 ±
0.0116 days per year and by -2.53 days since 1897 (p = 0.0608). 2.5th percentile days have
decreased by -0.0096 ± 0.0067 days per year and by -1.104 days since 1897 (p = 0.1545).
G. Summer Heat Waves/Winter Cold Waves
Heat waves were defined using the same standard as Burnette et al. (2009). This standard
recognizes heat waves as the occurrence of seven consecutive days during summer months in
which the daily mean temperature passes the 75th percentile (84.5°F in this case). Using HOB
Tools the count of heat waves was done two ways; (a) the cumulative number of heat wave days
per summer [heat wave days] (mean = 11.91) and (b) the longest consecutive heat wave per
summer [longest heat waves] (mean = 8.62). Both the total number of heat wave days and the
longest heat waves exhibit high annual variance with SDs that are greater than the respective
mean counts (14.29 and 9.8). Figure 22 is a plot of annual heat wave days per summer and
Figure 23 is a plot of the longest heat wave per summer. The summer of 2009 had the highest
number of heat wave days at 69, followed by 2011 with 60, 1918 with 48, 1998 with 46, and
1953 with 45. 2011 had the longest heat wave at 51 consecutive days, followed by 1962 with 34,
2006 with 32, 1980 and 1998 with 30, and 1993 with 29. Confidence levels of the significance of
changes in heat wave days (p = 0.0009) and the longest heat waves (p = 0.0003) are ˃ 99%. Heat
wave days have increased by 0.131 ± 0.0386 days per year, 1.31 days per decade, and by 15.065
days over the period 1897-2011. The longest heat waves have increased in days per year by
0.0984 ± 0.0262, 0.984 days per decade, and by 11.316 days since 1897.
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Winter cold waves are plotted in Figure 24 and were defined as the annual number of 24hour daily mean temperature depressions that exceeded 14.4°F and 17.8°F (top 10% and 5% of
all daily mean temperature depressions during the winter months). Trends in cold waves since
1897 are not statistically significant at both the 10% (p = 0.3488) and 5% (p = 0.75) depressions.
The greatest number of cold waves that exceeded 14.4°F occurred in 1965 with 9 days and cold
waves that exceeded 17.8°F in 1950 with 6 days. The highest occurrence of cold waves above
the top 10% and 5% largely occurred before the 1980s.
H. Heating/Cooling Degree Days
Heating and cooling degree-days [HDD and CDD] have been used as a proxy to show
cool and warm season strength (Burnette et al., 2009). They are defined as the sum of daily mean
temperatures above and below 65°F respectively. A daily mean temperature observation of 85°F
would be recorded as 20 CDD. The annual number of HDD and CDDs are plotted in Figures 25
and 26. HDDs have decreased significantly (p = 0.0119) at a rate of -1.7855 ± 0.6983 days per
year and by -203.547 ± 79.6062 days since 1897. Data indicate a statistically significant (p <
0.0001) increase in CDDs of 2.7167 ± 0.6321 days per year and by 309.7038 ± 72.0594 days
since 1897. Using degree days as a metric for season strength the ten warmest seasons all
correspond to documented periods of drought in central Texas, with the warmest occurring in
2006 at 3087 days. Of the ten warmest seasons five have occurred since 1996 (1996, 1998, 2000,
2006, and 2009). The ten coldest seasons all occurred before the 1980s, with 1912 as the coldest
season at 2532 days. Of the ten coldest seasons eight occurred before 1960.
V.

Discussion
The newly developed central Texas daily maximum, mean, and minimum temperature

records extend daily temperature observations from August 1, 1896, to August 31, 2011 for
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seven USHCN v2 stations within the region. Utilizing gap-filling processes in the program HOB
Tools a total of 56,789 daily temperature observations were reconstructed for the seven USHCN
v2 stations. In addition to gap-filling processes, adjustments made to USHCN v2 data were
applied to all daily temperature data. Average monthly differences between the regionally
averaged USHCN v2 adjusted data and monthly averages of central Texas daily temperatures
created were within several hundred thousandths of 1°F of each other (-0.0006°F for monthly
maximum temperatures, -0.0004°F for monthly mean temperatures, and +0.0004°F for monthly
minimum temperatures). These processes resulted in 126,099 continuous and homogenous daily
temperature observations for each of the seven observing stations. Regional averages of daily
temperature are composed of 882,693 daily temperature observations which result in an
additional 126,099 unique regionally averaged daily temperature observations for a total of
1,008,792 daily temperature observations.
Analyses of these new regional daily temperature datasets indicate significant warming in
the daily maximum (+1.0825°F ± 0.253°F, p < 0.0001), mean (+1.555°F ± 0.2418°F, p <
0.0001), and minimum temperature (+0.852°F ± 0.253°F, p = 0.0007) records since August 1,
1896. Average annual temperatures from 1897-2010 have warmed significantly in the annual
maximum (+0.8778°F ± 0.4674°F, p = 0.0648), mean (+1.4022°F ± 0.3534°F, p = 0.0001), and
minimum (+0.741°F ± 0.3192°F, p = 0.0209) temperature record. Statistically significant
seasonal warming has occurred in the annual winter maximum (+1.679°F ± 0.943°F, p = 0.079),
winter minimum (+1.242°F ± 0.782°F, p = 0.1144), spring maximum (+1.4375°F ± 0.7705°F, p
= 0.0635), spring mean (+2.162°F ± 0.621°F, p = 0.0008), spring minimum (+1.2075°F ±
0.598°F, p = 0.0448), summer mean (+1.38°F ± 0.46°F, p = 0.0036), summer minimum
(+1.5985°F ± 0.322°F, p < 0.0001), fall maximum (+1.081°F ± 0.7015°F, p = 0.1249), and fall
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mean temperatures (+1.1742°F ± 0.5586°F, p = 0.0386). No seasons throughout the central
Texas temperature records exhibit significant cooling.
Daily temperature analyses experience less significant warming throughout the period of
record due to the highly variable and episodic nature of climate in Texas which affects regionally
derived daily temperature metrics. There is a significant warming signal in the coldest day per
year (+5.2098°F ± 1.8468°F, p = 0.0058). Temperature extremes calculated for the annual and
summer temporal periods do not exhibit significant warming. However, winter temperature
extremes reflect significant warming in the amount of days above the 90th percentile (74.8°F,
+4.876 ± 2.139 days, p = 0.0241), 95th percentile (77.5°F, +2.001 ± 1.3225 days, p = 0.1334),
and 97.5th percentile thresholds (80.3°F, +1.4375 ± 0.736 days, p = 0.0522). Winter temperature
extremes produce significant warming in days below the 5th percentile (22.7°F, -2.53 ± 1.334
days, p = 0.0608) and the 2.5th percentile thresholds (18.8°F, -1.104 ± 0.7705 days, p = 0.1545).
Summer heat waves have also experienced significant increases in heat wave days (+15.065 ±
4.439 days, p = 0.0009) and the longest heat waves (+11.316 ± 3.013 days, p = 0.0003) since
1897. Winter cold waves do not exhibit significant trends. Trends in CDDs (mean of 2534.43,
+309.7038 ± 72.0594 days, p < 0.0001) and HDDs (mean of 2015.57, -203.547 ± 79.6062 days,
p = 0.0119) show a significant warming in warm and cool seasons.
Warm season and temperature extreme measures in summer months do not show
significant trend in any indices other than heat wave days, the count of longest heat waves, and
cooling degree days. Episodic variability in the warmest summers, highest summer maximum
temperature extremes, hottest day per year, heat wave days, longest heat waves, and cooling
degree days all correspond to the worst droughts on record. Nine of the ten hottest summers on
record occurred during droughts (Table 5), the five highest annual totals of summer heat waves
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days correspond to five of the worst droughts in central Texas (1918, 1953, 1998, 2009, and
2011), and the five hottest annual days on record all occurred during extreme droughts (1936,
1939, 1954, 2000, and 2011). These indices reflect the significant presence of droughts
throughout the record and their influences on temperature trends. This relationship does not
dispute the potential impact base warming may have on the hottest days, highest extremes, and
warmest summer. It does however indicate that drought has a significant influence on the
warmest temperature measures. Cook et al. (2007) identified feedbacks caused by low soil
moisture as a forcing mechanism for increased latent heat energy going towards heating the land
surface (since less goes towards evapotranspiration).
Central Texas sits at the transition zone between the sub-humid east and semi-arid west
and experiences higher temperature and precipitation variability than most regions in Texas
(Stahle and Cleaveland, 1988). The region is also highly susceptible to extreme droughts.
Climate shifts that lead to annual and decadal variability as well as episodic events such as
droughts have been shown to victimize regionally derived temperature extremes because they
dominate the record (Burnette et al., 2009; Field et al., 2012). Evidence of these influences are
present in the central Texas daily temperature extremes. The central Texas region has shown
evidence of warming which may increase drought, temperature extreme, and heat wave
variability and frequency (Easterling et al., 2000; Trenberth et al., 2007). The years 2009 and
2011 had record breaking summers in terms of heat wave days and the longest heat waves
recorded. The summer of 2011 was the hottest summer on record, while 2009 was the third
hottest summer on record. Both summers were also in the top three highest counts of temperature
extremes above the 90th, 95th, and 97.5th percentiles with 2011 being tops in all records.
However, these two hot summers were during the extreme 2007-2009 and 2010-2011 droughts.
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It is likely that these intense droughts were the driving mechanisms for the hot 2009 and 2011
summers but warming in the summer mean and maximum temperature records acted to facilitate
a warmer base state.
VI.

Conclusions
The most significant result of this research are:

-

Annual and daily temperature averages indicate warming in central Texas throughout the
period of record. The warmest single annual average temperatures all occurred during the
worst droughts of record.

-

All seasons have experienced warming since 1896 (Figures 9 – 13), with the warmest
seasons largely corresponding to the worst documented droughts in the past 115-years.

-

No significant trends exist in temperature extremes annually or over the summer months.
However, warm temperature extremes during the winter have increased significantly.

-

The coldest day per year has decreased in intensity significantly, warming by +5.2098°F ±
1.8468°F (p = 0.0058) since 1897.

-

There was a statistically significant increase in the number of summer heat wave days
(+15.065 ± 4.439 days, p = 0.0009) and the length of heat waves (+11.316 ± 3.013 days, p =
0.0003) over central Texas since 1897. The greatest number of heat wave days and the
longest heat waves all correspond to the worst drought periods on record.
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-

Heating degree days have decreased significantly since 1897 (-203.547 ± 79.6062 days, p =
0.0119). Cooling degree days have increased significantly since 1897 (+309.7038 ± 72.0594
days, p < 0.0001).

-

Warm season extremes were episodic and dominated by severe droughts, specifically the
droughts of 1917-1918, 1930s, 1950s, 2007-2009, and 2010-2011.

-

The 2011 summer was the hottest summer on record for central Texas. The hottest single
daily maximum temperature in 115 years (August 29th - 110.7°F), the highest number of
days ≥ 100°F (43), the highest number of days above the 95th and 97.5th percentiles (55 and
21, respectively), the longest consecutive heat wave (51 days), the second highest number of
heat wave days per year (60), the hottest month (August 2011 - 88.7°F), and the hottest
summer (87°F) were all registered during the summer of 2011.
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VIII. Tables

Table 1: This table depicts the percent of missing daily maximum, mean, and minimum
temperature data for each station as well as the regional average.

Max
Blanco
Boerne
Lampasas
Llano
Luling
New Braunfels
Temple
Average

3.5%
7.6%
5.1%
7.6%
5.1%
4.4%
10.5%
6.3%
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Mean
4.2%
7.8%
5.1%
8.2%
5.3%
4.6%
11.3%
6.6%

Min
3.6%
7.6%
5.0%
7.9%
5.2%
4.3%
11.0%
6.4%

Table 2: This table shows the average daily maximum, mean, and minimum temperatures at all
seven USHCN v2 stations as well as the regional average over the period August 1, 1896,
through August 31, 2011.

Max
Mean
Min

Blanco

Boerne

76.7°F
65.0°F
53.4°F

77.9°F
66.1°F
54.3°F

Lampasas

Llano

Luling

79.1°F 78.6°F
67.3°F 65.2°F
55.4°F 51.8°F

79.0°F
65.2°F
56.7°F
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New
Braunfels
79.1°F
68.2°F
57.3°F

Temple
76.1°F
68.0°F
53.3°F

Regional
78.1°F
66.4°F
54.6°F

Table 3: This table shows the ten warmest (highest average maximum temperature) and ten
coldest winters (lowest average minimum temperature) for the central Texas region since 1897.

Warmest
Winters
67.5 (2009)
67.4 (2000)
67.3 (1907)
67.3 (1952)
67.3 (1971)
67 (2006)
66.9 (1999)
65.7 (2008)
65.6 (1909)
65.5 (1996)
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Coldest
Winters
32.5 (1964)
32.5 (1899)
33.2 (1984)
33.5 (1978)
33.7 (1963)
33.7 (1918)
33.7 (1905)
34.1 (1977)
34.3 (1910)
34.3 (1973)

Table 4: This table shows the ten warmest (highest average maximum temperature) and ten
coldest springs (lowest average minimum temperature) for the central Texas region since 1897.

Hottest
Spring
83.7 (2006)
83.6 (1925)
83.4 (2011)
82.6 (1967)
81.9 (1939)
81.9 (1984)
81.7 (1963)
81.2 (1974)
81.1 (1933)
81.1 (1955)
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Coldest
Spring
48.9 (1931)
50.7 (1913)
51 (1924)
51.4 (1952)
51.6 (188)
51.7 (1980)
51.7 (1987)
51.7 (1947)
51.9 (1983)
51.9 (1993)

Table 5: This table shows the ten warmest (highest average maximum temperature) and ten
coldest summers (lowest average minimum temperature) for the central Texas region since 1897.

Hottest
Summer
99.6 (2011)
98.4 (1918)
98 (2009)
97.8 (1934)
97.3 (1925)
96.8 (1954)
96.5 (1917)
96.5 (1951)
96.5 (1980)
96.4 (1956)

Coldest
Summer
66.7 (1903)
67.7 (1904)
67.9 (1919)
68 (1961)
68.1 (1930)
68.1 (1940)
68.2 (1976)
68.4 (1973)
68.6 (1946)
68.6 (1974)
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Table 6: This table shows the ten warmest (highest average maximum temperature) and ten
coldest falls (lowest average minimum temperature) for the central Texas region since 1897.

Hottest Fall
85.1 (1931)
84.3 (2005)
84.2 (1934)
83.7 (1999)
83.5 (1927)
83.5 (1933)
83 (1988)
82.6 (1947)
82.4 (1921)
82.3(1963)
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Coldest Fall
50.6 (1976)
51 (1952)
51.4 (1903)
51.6 (1917)
51.6 (1932)
52.3 (1979)
52.4 (1943)
52.6 (1970)
52.7 (1948)
52.8 (1993)

IX.

Figures

Figure 1: The seven USHCN v2 observing stations that were used to develop the daily
temperature record for central Texas are mapped.
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Figure 2: The regionally averaged monthly adjustments applied to the maximum, minimum, and
mean daily temperature record from August, 1896, to August, 2011 are plotted.
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Figure 3: All 42,033 average daily maximum temperature estimates for central Texas are plotted
from August 1, 1896 to August 31, 2011. The average daily maximum temperature mean is
78.06°F and the standard deviation is 15.05°F. There is a positive trend in these data from 18962011.
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Figure 4: Same as depicted in Figure 3 but for the daily mean temperature. The average daily
mean temperature is 66.45°F and the standard deviation is 14.47°F. There is a positive trend in
the mean daily temperature record from 1896-2011.
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Figure 5: Same as Figures 3 and 4 but representing the average daily minimum temperature. The
average daily minimum temperature mean is 54.58°F and the standard deviation is 14.85°F.
There is a positive trend in the data from 1896-2011.
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Annual Temperature Spatial Correlation, 1901-2009

Figure 6: A spatial correlation map made using KNMI Climate Explorer. Average annual mean
temperatures for central Texas from the seven USHCN observation stations are correlated
against CRU-TS 3.1 land surface temperature data and gridded at a 0.5 degree spatial resolution
for the time period 1901-2009 (only correlations above 90% confidence level are mapped).
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Summer Temperature Spatial Correlation, 1901-2009

Figure 7: Same as Figure 6 but shown for the summer months of JJA.
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Figure 8: The daily mean temperature data for the seven station average were used to copmute
the annual maximum, mean, and minimum temperatures from 1897-2010. All temperature
records indicate an increase in the average annual temperature since 1897 at ˃ 90% confidence.
Annual mean temperatures have experienced the largest warming, maximum temperatures have
warmed the second greatest, and minimum annual temperatures have warmed the least.
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Figure 9: The regional average seasonal mean temperatures are plotted from 1897-2011. The
trend per year and significance of the trend are noted by each time series.
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Figure 10: The regional winter average maximum and minimum temperatures are plotted from
1897-2011. The annual winter maximum temperature average is 61.23°F and the standard
deviation is 2.94°F while the winter minimum temperature average is 37.99°F and the standard
deviation is 2.46°F. The trend per year and significance of the trend are noted by each time
series.
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Figure 11: The regional spring average maximum and minimum temperatures are plotted from
1897-2011. The annual spring maximum temperature average is 77.75°F and the standard
deviation is 2.4°F while the spring minimum temperature average is 54.53°F and the standard
deviation is 1.87°F. The trend per year and significance of the trend are noted by each time
series.
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Figure 12: The regional summer average maximum and minimum temperatures are plotted from
1897-2011. The annual summer maximum temperature average is 93.6°F and the standard
deviation is 2.04°F while the summer minimum temperature average is 70.12°F and the standard
deviation is 1.1°F. The trend per year and significance of the trend are noted by each time series.
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Figure 13: The regional fall average maximum and minimum temperatures are plotted from
1897-2011. The annual fall maximum temperature average is 79.3°F and the standard deviation
is 2.18°F while the fall minimum temperature average is 55.33°F and the standard deviation is
1.93°F. The trend per year and significance of the trend are noted by each time series.
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Figure 14: The hottest day per year for the seven station central Texas average is depicted from
1897-2011. On average the hottest day per year is 101.7°F, the standard deviation is 2.66°F, and
the trend per year and significance are shown in the figure.
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Figure 15: The coldest day per year for the seven station central Texas average is depicted from
1897-2011. On average the coldest day per year is 17.19°F, the standard deviation is 5.85°F, and
the trend per year and significance are shown in the figure.
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Figure 16: The annual count of days above and below the 90th (95.8°F) and 10th (33.3°F)
percentiles are plotted from 1897-2011. The mean number of days per year above the 90th
percentile was 35.75 days and the standard deviation was 19.74 days. The mean number of days
per year below the 10th percentile was 36.16 days and the standard deviation was 9.26 days. No
significant trends exist in the data.
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Figure 17: The annual count of days above and below the 95th (97.9°F) and 5th (29°F)
percentiles are plotted from 1897-2011. The mean number of days per year above the 95th
percentile was 17.99 days and the standard deviation was 15.03 days. The mean number of days
per year below the 5th percentile was 17.81 days and the standard deviation was 7.03 days. No
significant trends exist in the data.
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Figure 18: Annual counts of daily summer maximum temperatures above the 90th (99.3°F), 95th
(100.4°F) and 97.5th (101.8°F) percentiles derived from the seven station regional average are
plotted above. The average number of days above the 90th percentile is 9.02 days, the standard
deviation is 9.85 days, the trend per year is +0.0178 ± 0.0279 days, and the significance is p =
0.5232. The average number of days above the 95th percentile is 4.61 days, the standard
deviation is 6.46 days, the trend per year is +0.0177 ± 0.0182 days, and the significance is p =
0.3326. The average number of days above the 97.5th percentile is 1.85 days, the standard
deviation is 3.28 days, the trend per year is +0.0048 ± 0.0093 days, and the significance is p =
0.6077.
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Figure 19: Annual counts of daily summer minimum temperatures below the 10th (66°F), 5th
(63.7°F), and 2.5th (60.8°F) percentiles derived from the seven station regional average are
plotted above. The average number of days below the 10th percentile is 9.19 days, the standard
deviation is 5.73 days, the trend per pear is -0.014 ± 0.0162 days, and the significance is p =
0.3876. The average number of days below the 5th percentile is 4.53 days the standard deviation
is 3.82 days, the trend per year is -0.0139 ± 0.0108 days, and the significance is p = 0.1989. The
average number of days below the 2.5th percentile is 1.81 days, the standard deviation is 2.22
days, the trend per year is -0.0054 ± 0.0063 days, and the significance is p = 0.3929.
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Figure 20: Annual counts of daily winter maximum temperatures above the 90th (74.8°F), 95th
(77.5°F) and 97.5th (80.3°F) percentiles derived from the seven station regional average are
plotted above. The average number of days above the 90th is 8.92 days, the standard deviation is
6.7 days, the trend per year is +0.0424 ± 0.0186 days, and the significance is p = 0.0241. The
average number of days above the 95th percentile is 4.39 day, the standard deviation is 4.1 days,
the trend per year is +0.0174 ± 0.0115 days, and the significance is p = 0.1334. The average
number of days above the 97.5th percentile is 1.77 days, the standard deviation is 2.28 days, the
trend per year is +0.0125 ± 0.0064 days, and the significance is p = 0.0522.
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Figure 21: Annual counts of daily winter minimum below the 10th (26.2°F), 5th (22.7°F), and
2.5th (18.8°F) percentiles derived from the seven station regional average are plotted above. The
average number of days below the 10th percentile is 8.91 days, the standard deviation is 5.23
days, the trend per year is -0.0183 ± 0.0147, and the significance is p = 0.2166. The average
number of days below the 5th percentile is 4.46 days, the standard deviation is 4.16 days, the
trend per year is -0.022 ± 0.0116 days, and the significance is p = 0.0608. The average number of
days below the 2.5th percentile is 1.7 days, the standard deviation is 2.38 days, the trend per year
is -0.0096 ± 0.0067 days, and the significance is p = 0.1545.
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Figure 22: Summer heat wave days were plotted from 1897-2011. Heat waves were defined as
seven consecutive days in which the daily mean temperature was above the 75th percentile
(84.5°F). The days were then counted for all heat waves for every summer that saw more than
one period of seven consecutive days. The average number of heat wave days per year is 11.91
days and the standard deviation is 14.29 days. There is a statistically significant trend in heat
wave days from 1897-2011.
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Figure 23: The longest summer heat waves were plotted from 1897-2011. Longest heat waves
were defined as the longest annual period of days in which the daily mean temperature was
above the 75th percentile (84.5°F). The average length of the longest summer heat waves per year
is 8.62 days and the standard deviation is 9.8 days. There is a statistically significant trend in the
length of summer heat waves from 1897-2011.
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Figure 24: Winter cold waves were defined as the annual number of 24-hour daily mean
temperature depressions that exceeded 14.4°F and 17.8°F (top 10% and 5% of all daily mean
temperature depressions during the winter months). The annual number of winter cold waves
above the top 10% and 5% are plotted. Trends in cold waves since 1897 are not statistically
significant.
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Figure 25: Heating degree days are plotted from 1897-2011. They were defined as the sum of
daily mean temperatures below 65°F. There is a statistically significant trend that indicates a
decrease in the number of heating degree days per year.
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Figure 26: Cooling degree days are plotted from 1897-2011. They were defined as the sum of
daily mean temperatures above 65°F. There is a statistically significant trend that indicates an
increase in the number of cooling degree days per year.
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